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At a glance
At a glance

complementing Cape York Welfare Reforms

specialist K–7 remote schools provider

Welfare Reforms addressing education ‘demand’ side issues such
as school attendance and parental responsibilities are underway
in Aurukun, Coen, Hope Vale and Mossman Gorge. The plan is to
complement these reforms with ‘supply’ side reforms to schooling

The schools would take responsibility for both early childhood and
primary education, but not secondary education

board to be led by Noel Pearson

Noel Pearson has led the development of the demand side reforms
and led the development of these supply side reforms and
proposes to lead their implementation with the authority of a
statutory board

legislative delegation within the Queensland
public schools system

The proposed school board would be authorised by the Queensland
Government to provide the governance of these schools which would
remain part of the public system

parent communities support alternative
provisioning

These schools would operate where parent communities support
moving to this alternative provisioning

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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The vision

We are determined to ensure that our younger generations achieve their
full potential, talent and creativity and have the confidence and
capacity for hard work so that they can orbit between two worlds and
enjoy the best of both

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Endorsements
“I have never seen a plan so thoroughly researched and highly developed concerning a task so
monumental as major educational reform for Australia’s remote Indigenous communities. This plan
represents the first time I have allowed myself to be hopeful about a way forward to breaking the cycle of
disadvantage for Indigenous Australians” Divonne Holmes à Court, CEO of the Smart Population Foundation, Australia

“This is a very good example of evidence-based policy development. The approach taken to teaching –
involving parents, the community and the school organisation – is backed up by research and practical
experience in other disadvantaged schools” Kim Bannikoff, Director of the Queensland Studies Authority
“Overall, the plan looks very impressive. It covers all the important intervention points that research has
highlighted. It's an exciting project” Kerry Hempenstall, Associate Professor, RMIT University, Victoria

“After 30 years of experience as a Principal, frustrated by project fad or Herculean-effort approaches, my
Torres Strait experience has taught me that supply must be based on explicit instruction and community
demand must be genuinely respected and resourced. This proposal is a comprehensive package
addressing both education supply and demand, the only one I have ever seen of such a nature. This is why
I fully support it and why it needs to be implemented” Don Anderson, Executive Principal, Tagai State College, Torres Strait

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Position Paper
Business Case
An extensive
policy paper
that makes the
case for reform,
sets out an
education
agenda and
shows
alignment with
current
government
education
policies

Consultation with governments

Detailed design

Implementation

A detailed business case setting out
plans for the establishment of an
alternative school provider

This business case sets out a model for school reform in selected Welfare Reform communities
for presentation to the Queensland and Australian governments
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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This school reform model is based on development work
at Coen State School
2001–2007
• Family and community development approach to school – community partnership
• Use of digital culture to enable cultural transmission
• Digital cultural transmission enables community engagement
• Promotion of opportunities for community educational leadership
• Innovative programs aimed at parental responsibility for school attendance (Case
Management), school readiness and financial support for children's education (Student
Education Trusts)
• Remedial literacy intervention based on explicit instruction (MULTILIT)
• Breakthrough policy concepts on the purpose of remote Indigenous education (bi-cultural
capabilities, mobility and orbits, viability of remote communities)
• Breakthrough school reform model incorporating mainstream education imperatives, cultural
transmission and extracurricular development opportunities

2008–2011
• Implementation of Case Management of school attendance and school readiness
• Implementation of Student Education Trusts (SETs)
• Implementation of MULTILIT literacy intervention including teacher training in explicit
instruction methods
• Family Responsibilities Commission mandates and supports key parental responsibilities

Which now form the basis of the Cape York Welfare Reform trial in Aurukun, Coen, Hope Vale
and Mossman Gorge
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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The progress at Coen testifies to this reform model
Emerging results from Aurukun, Hope Vale and Mossman Gorge also show promise
Student Education Trusts, June 2009

In Coen today


•

Community

2008 NAPLAN results show all Year 7 students are at or
above the national minimum standard in writing,
spelling and numeracy
95.3% attendance rate in Term 1, 2009 which is higher
than the state average

# children signed up

Aurukun

% children signed up

Balances ($)

84

23%

$63,875

115

100%

$187,652

Hope Vale

85

31%

$40,406

Mossman

74

24%

$70,152

358

34%

$362,085

Coen

TOTAL

MULTILIT in Cape York Schools, 2nd semester 2008*

•

Majority of children are regularly school-ready

•

100% of children under age of 18 have Student
Education Trusts established by their parents

•

Community

MULTILIT Progress

Coen

MULTILIT and MINILIT students read 52% and 100% more words correctly
per minute

Hope Vale

MULTILIT students read an average of 21% more words correctly per minute

Mossman

MULTILIT students made an average 16-month gain in phonological
recoding in just 16 weeks of instruction and read 27% more words correctly
per minute

Every student has at least one parent attend parent
teacher nights

Attendance Case Management, Term 1 2009*

•

•

Families spent $13,600 on books and educational toys
for their children in 2008 (average $150 per child)

Community

Status

Coen

An increase in school attendance rates from 91.3% in Term 1, 2008 to 95.3%
in Term 1, 2009

Majority of students wear the full school uniform

Hope Vale

An increase in school attendance rates from 80.6% in Term 1, 2008 to 88.2%
in Term 1, 2009

Mossman

An increase in school attendance rates from 60.9% in Term 2, 2008 to 80.1%
in Term 1, 2009*

*The earliest data available on school attendance in Mossman Gorge is from Term 2, 2008.
(Quarterly Report on key indicators in Queensland’s discrete Indigenous communities,
January – March 2009). Implementation of Attendance Case Management Framework and
MULTILIT in Cape York Schools was a year behind schedule in Aurukun. Its implementation
commenced in March 2009.

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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School reform is critical: Cape York students achieve well
below national and state literacy and numeracy benchmarks
2008 NAPLAN results for Aurukun State School and remote or very remote Indigenous
Queensland students compared to Queensland and national results (average of Years 3, 5 and 7)

100

Aurukun State School students at or above the
national benchmark.

90
80
70

Indigenous Queensland students from remote
and very remote areas at or above the national
benchmark.

60
50

Queensland students at or above the national
benchmark.

40
30
20

Students nation-wide at or above the national
benchmark.

10
0
Reading

Writing

Numeracy

Grammar and
Punctuation

Spelling

The needs of Aurukun students are particularly urgent
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Welfare reforms fix 'learning demand' but fixing 'teaching
supply' requires fundamental school reform

• Reform in school
leadership providing
instructional leadership
• Reform of school
governance, school
curriculum and facilities

Teaching Supply

• High quality teachers
delivering effective
instruction from the
outset

Welfare reform

Learning Demand

School reform

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

• School-ready students
keen and curious to
learn
• Supportive parents who
fulfil their
responsibilities and
demand a good
education for their
children
• Community that values
education and provides
a good neighbourhood
for children
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The teaching supply challenge is centered on insufficient
effective instruction
The achievement gap starts in
Early Childhood and does not
close (it actually widens) over
the course of primary school

As a remedial literacy intervention MULTILIT is showing
accelerated student learning – but the size of the achievement
gap and the numbers of students requiring remedial support
makes the goal of catching up a huge challenge

There is currently no
equivalent numeracy
intervention in place

Indigenous Cape York
Mainstream Queensland

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

“The strength of the instructional practices was in [the MULTILIT] classrooms but it is not
nearly enough given the degree of the problem. It is like providing an Aspirin to a few people
in a group that are all suffering from a major disease that needs a preventative vaccination”
Andrea Boden, Assessment Director for Gering Public School District, Nebraska, USA

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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The limitation of remedial programs is that the tail
of low-progress learners includes a majority of students
“Another limitation is that remedial programs (however well designed) only occur after
extended failure. By that time, many students have become disheartened, and are reluctant to
participate. Addressing the problem of endemic low achievement requires an intense focus on
the beginning of their education” Associate Professor, Kerry Hempenstall, Division of Psychology, School of Health Sciences, RMIT

Remedial programs such
as MULTILIT ‘attack the
tail’ of lowest progress
readers…

…which works in mainstream
settings where the prevalence
of low-progress learners is not
so vast…

…but in Cape York
school settings, where
does the tail end?

Effective instruction needs to be embedded in normal classroom teaching practice. Students
need to learn literacy and numeracy properly from the beginning of their education
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Building the archway to success
Key elements of this education reform plan
Effective, explicit instruction is the
central organising principle
All supply side and demand side elements
serve this keystone requirement

Teacher is at the frontline of
delivering the requisite effective
instruction

Instruction

Teacher must be provided the
requisite training and
coaching
School leader as
instructional leader,
ensuring teachers are
delivering the requisite
instruction
School governance
mandates, enables and
holds the school leader
to account for delivering
the requisite instruction

Student must be in 100% attendance
and ready to learn

Teacher
Training
and
coaching

Welfare reform is required to
mandate basic responsibilities so
children are in 100% attendance
and school-ready

Student
Welfare
reform

School
leader

Parents

School
governance

Community

Supply side

Demand side
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Parent engagement in their
children’s education beyond
the fulfillment of basic
responsibilities

Community engagement so
education is strongly valued
and community does all it
can to support it
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The rationale underpinning the focus on instruction (i)
Typical schools aim instruction at the middle student cohort

Standard instructional approaches in
classrooms

Aptitudinal distribution amongst
standard student cohorts

Students who will learn
whatever the instructional
methods or teaching quality

Top
quartile

2

…and (ideally) make provision for
gifted and high-progress learners...

Students who will learn
whatever the instructional
methods provided they are
taught competently

Middle
half

1

The primary aim is to serve the
middle…

Students who will not learn
without effective instruction
aimed at their specific needs

Bottom
quartile

3

…and (ideally) make remedial
provision for low-progress learners

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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The rationale underpinning the focus on instruction (ii)
Why the typical approach to instruction does not work for Cape York

Top
quartile

Middle
half

Instruction must
address the needs of
the bottom coterie

Bottom
quartile

Standard
distribution

Cape York
distribution

Students who usually
comprise bottom cohort
learners:
• Innate learning
difficulties (e.g. dyslexia)
• Acquired learning
difficulties (e.g. FAS)
• Low literacy family
backgrounds
• Non-English speaking
backgrounds
• Health issues such an
malnutrition, ear
pathologies etc
• Low socio-economic
status

The extent of disadvantage among Cape York Indigenous students means the majority requires
effective instruction that addresses their specific needs
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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The rationale underpinning the focus on instruction (iii)
The need for an instructional approach that works for all students
Instructional
specifications

Instructional
solutions

Higher
aptitude
learners

Must address the needs of
middle and top level
learners

Provision for all students to
progress at their relevant
ability levels

Lower
aptitude
learners

Must address the needs of
bottom cohort who would
be low-progress learners in a
standard school

Explicit instruction with
strong evidence of
effectiveness, provided with
intensity (time per day), and
over sufficient duration (not
brief interventions)

Cape York Distribution

A ten-year analysis of research showed across all studies that students with diverse disadvantages
– neurological impairment, learning difficulties, moderate or severe intellectual disability – and
gifted students, showed reading-age month gains equal or exceeding instructional months when
provided with explicit instruction 1
1Lockery,

L. and Maggs, A., “Direct instruction research in Australia: A ten year
analysis”, Educational Psychology Vol. 2 1982.

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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This education reform plan provides for an English
language domain dedicated to mainstream learning

Class

• A “Class” domain will be clearly delineated as an
English language domain dedicated to western
learning, with cultural and extracurricular learning
covered in other learning domains
• Literacy and numeracy focus using evidence-based,
explicit instruction
• Every child will participate in a minimum 14 hours of
reading, writing and spelling and a minimum 6 hours of
mathematics per week
• Strong focus on establishing foundational literacy and
numeracy skills in pre-prep, prep and early primary
• Priority focus on mastery of basic literacy and
numeracy of all students in early to mid primary years
• Higher learning curriculum for those students who
have mastered basic literacy and numeracy skills
• Aligned to Key Learning Areas (KLAs) prescribed in the
Queensland curriculum

Children are
reaching or
exceeding the
national
minimum
standard

The Class program will largely focus on literacy and numeracy skills until early childhood learning
development has closed the starting gap on basic skills
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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It includes a serious approach to cultural education

Class

Culture

*The cultural engagement goals of the
Closing the Gap Education Strategy (July
2009) will be met and exceeded by the
programs offered within the Culture
domain

• A cultural knowledge transmission domain will be
established with dedicated resources and timetabling
where a Cultural Knowledge program and a Traditional
Language Learning program will be delivered
• This “Culture” domain will be separate from the Class
domain which will be dedicated to mainstream
learning*
• Cultural education and mainstream education will not
compete for school resources, timetabling and priority
• Rather than bi-lingual education, this approach will
nominate the Class domain as an English language
domain and the Culture domain as a traditional
language domain. Students will learn to code switch as
they move between domains
• Computers and digital technology will be a central
knowledge transmission vehicle and specific curricula
and materials will be developed
• Family and community engagement in contributing to
the Culture domain will be imperative

Children are
fluent in their
own cultures
and enjoy the
best of both
worlds

Under this approach cultural education will not be a token component of the school’s learning
program – and it will not compromise the mainstream learning program
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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It also includes a serious approach to extracurricular
learning

Class

Club

Culture

• A separate domain called “Club” will be established
with dedicated resources and timetabling of high
quality sports, music and reading programs
• This Club domain will be separate from the Class and
Culture domain
• Every child will participate in a minimum of 6 hours per
week of music and physical education
• Family and community will be engaged in program
delivery
• Sporting events, carnivals and musical (and cultural)
performances will be part of regular parent and
community engagement activities
• Partnerships with organisations specialising in
extracurricular activities will be developed
• Programs will be aligned with relevant Key Learning
Areas prescribed in the Queensland curriculum freeing
Class time from physical education and music

Children have
increased
confidence and
are socially
prepared for
‘orbits’ –
moving
between
homelands and
work and study
in the wider
world

Part of the middle-class learning advantage comes from students’ access to quality
extracurricular learning – the Club program will aim to provide this same advantage
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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A complete education!

Class

Club

Culture

• There will be a degree of overlap
between the three domains
which will reinforce each other
• But the aim of providing three
distinct domains is to ensure
that each of them receives
dedicated attention and
resources
• It is also important to develop
and maintain consistent
linguistic codes for Class
(English) and Culture (local
languages)

This three domain approach aims to provide a complete, integrated education delivered formally
through the school and engaging parents, community and partners in a common vision
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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This reform will require more time dedicated to children’s
learning and development
Extend the school day from 8:30am to 4:45pm which is 8:15 hour days for 39 weeks per year
12
1

11

2

10

9

3

8

4
7

5
6

Approach aligns with EQ’s 1000+
Hours proposal to increase learning
time through an extended school day,
flexible staffing and extracurricular
activities

A full meal program is available which includes breakfast, morning tea,
lunch and afternoon tea
Students
• Pre-Prep students do a half day of school from 8:30 to 12 noon (in line
with international standards for this age group)
• Prep and Year 1 students do a regular school day from 8:30 to 2:30
(not yet ready for Club or Culture)
• From Year 2, students commence Club and Culture
Teachers
• Teachers work prescribed hours as per award
• Class teachers work regular school hours
• Education Queensland recognises the school day and school year
need to be extended to include extracurricular activities
• Flexible timetabling for Indigenous staff to accommodate timetable
needs and community and cultural commitments
• Flexible working arrangements for Club and Culture teachers (e.g.
start later/earlier, finish later/earlier)

The expectation that children can cope with and enjoy a full day of school followed by
extracurricular activities, is no different to the expectation in mainstream families
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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One school timetable, three learning domains
Indicative draft only

Time
7:15–7:45

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Breakfast Program
Reading/Mathletics
Club

Breakfast Program
Reading/Mathletics
Club

Breakfast Program
Reading/Mathletics
Club

Breakfast Program
Reading/Mathletics
Club

Breakfast Program
Reading/Mathletics
Club

8:30–10:30

English

English

English

English

English

10:30 –10:40

Recess

Recess

Recess

Recess

Recess

10:45 –12:00

Maths

Maths

Maths

Maths

Maths

12:00–12:30
12:30–12:45

Lunch
Club: Personal Health

Lunch
Club: Personal Health

Lunch
Club: Personal Health

Lunch
Club: Personal Health

Lunch
Club: Personal Health

12:45–1:40

English/
Higher Learning

English/
Higher Learning

English/
Higher Learning

English/
Higher Learning

English/
Higher Learning

1:40–2:15

Science

Social Studies

Science

Social Studies

Science

2:15–2:30

Recess

Recess

Recess

Recess

Recess

2:30–3:00

Club Activity 1

Club Activity 1

Club Activity 1

7:45–8:25

3:15–4:00

Club Activity 2

Culture Activity 1

Club Activity 2

4:00 –4:45

Club Activity 3

Culture Activity 2

Club Activity 3

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Club Activity 1
Community
Culture
Club

Culture Activity 1
Culture Activity 2
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Education Quality Instruction Program (EQUIP)
A tailored teacher training and coaching program
A program that addresses the perennial problem of teacher inexperience in remote schools and
guarantees improvement in student numeracy and literacy, and is enjoyed by teachers and
students alike

Clear policy alignment
• Training priority and time
allocation consistent with
Teachers’ Award – State 2003
• Aligns with Australian
government policy Australian
Government Quality Teacher
Program (AGQTP)
• Supports Queensland
Government Closing the Gap
Education Strategy
• Supports relevant Education
Queensland/ISSU strategies

Proven training provider

Attractive teacher benefits

• The training provider is NIFDI
• Provider has significant evidence
to support their effectiveness in
improving teaching capacity
• Proven to improve unskilled
performance and lift teacher
capacity
• Provider can deliver in remote
areas and provide ongoing
support
• Provider can customise training
to suit school needs

• Opportunity to develop expertise
and also move into teaching
leadership roles
• Acquired skills can be applied in
other settings
• Locally designed induction that
also taps into Education
Queensland/ISSU
• Pre-service explicit instruction
workshop and ongoing on-site
support and coaching (as
needed)

The availability of quality on-site training and coaching will be a valuable support for
inexperienced teachers
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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School plan on a page
Our vision is that our children will achieve their full potential, talent and creativity and have
the confidence and capacity for hard work so they can orbit between their school and
the outside world and enjoy the best of both
Our mission is to close the achievement gap between Indigenous children in Cape York and mainstream students
High expectations and
‘No Excuses’

Learning time
is precious

Personal
responsibility

Respect others
and believe in yourself

Raise the bar on learning and no
excuses for failure

There are no shortcuts
to success

Every individual is
accountable for their actions

Resilience and respect will
ensure achievement

The supported student
• Indigenous culture at a ‘rich level’
• Quality sporting and artistic

An engaged community
• Choice of alternative education

A committed team
• High quality, high expectation

Effective instruction
• Literacy and numeracy focus
• Maximised learning time
• Focused professional

• Love of reading and learning

development

• Research-based programs
• Regular collection of student
data

• Accountable school leadership
and governance

programs
stimulated

• Case managed student
attendance and school readiness

• Health and nutrition programs
• Every child geared towards

provider

• Parents value education
• Parents responsibilities met
• Families and community
engaged in Club and Culture
activities and community
Fridays

culture that engenders pride

• School-wide behaviour and
discipline policy

• Instructional leadership by the
school leader

• A positive and effective
instructional team

success in tertiary education

Every child,
their family and
community is
engaged in education

Every child
has the literacy and
numeracy building
blocks by age four

Every child
is at or above the
national minimum
benchmark

Every child
regularly engages in their
culture and sporting and
artistic pursuits

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Every child
transitions into a high quality,
high expectation, secondary
school at the required level
26

Instruction
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Instruction is the one learning factor over which schools
have complete control
Factor

Response

Disadvantaged social and
economic backgrounds

Not within school capacity
to influence

Explicit instruction is the ultimate ‘No
Cultural difference

School can take account of
cultural difference but
does not have complete
control over this factor

Effectiveness of instruction

Instruction is the one
factor over which the
school has complete
control

Student attributes

Effective instruction can
respond to student
attributes to maximise
achievement

Excuses’ approach to education. It is based
on teacher and school accountability for
learning outcomes. Furthermore, it is based
on the principle that there are scientifically
established methods of effective
instruction which, if used with fidelity, will
produce learning success. Whether a
student learns is not only a question of
teacher commitment or effort, but whether
the teacher has also employed effective
methods of teaching.

“Effective instruction is effective instruction is effective instruction”
Professor Kevin Wheldall, Director of Macquarie University Special Education Centre (MUSEC), NSW
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Features of explicit instruction
• Efficiency: Instruction is designed to teach more information in less time
• Evidence-based: Uses only scientifically evidence-based methods and materials
• Foundational skills: Establishes and strengthens foundational literacy and numeracy skills
• Higher-order skills: Extends to higher-order applications once foundational skills have
been mastered

1. Present new material
in small steps
2. Guide student
practice

• Homogeneous grouping: Students are grouped and taught at their skill level
• Sequencing: Lessons are carefully articulated, with cognitive skills broken into small units,
sequenced deliberately and taught explicitly

3. Provide for extensive
practice

• Accountability: Programs are implemented with fidelity and students are regularly tested

4. Provide systematic
feedback and
corrections

• Data-driven decisions: Test results determine whether students are moved to different
groups for instruction at their level
• Pacing: Material is neither too easy nor too difficult and teachers maintain student
engagement by presenting information fluently
• Clear directions: Teachers maintain clarity by limiting directions to essential information
• Correction: Students are monitored daily and receive corrective feedback
• Mastery: Components of lessons are taught and retaught until mastery is achieved
• Remediation: Remediation is implemented immediately when required
• Positive reinforcement: Student behaviour is managed with positive reinforcement

5. Ask many questions,
check for student
understanding and
obtain responses
from all students
6. Give clear and
detailed instructions
and explanations

• Professional development: Teachers and aides are trained and receive ongoing coaching
Rosenshine, B. and Robert, S. “Teaching functions” in Merlin C. Witrock (Ed.),
Handbook of research on teaching, Macmillan, New York 1986.

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Three examples of explicit instruction demonstrating
success in Australian public schools
MULTILIT

Success for All

A remedial program that provides
the least proficient readers with
intensive, systematic instruction in
phonics for 17 to 18 weeks by
specialist teachers. MINILIT is a
modified version of MULTILIT offered
to younger students

A comprehensive reform program
for elementary schools with ‘at
risk’ students. It restructures staff
and resources to focus on
prevention, early intervention, and
long-term professional
development, instead of
remediation

Direct Instruction
This is the original explicit instruction
model which was designed by Siegfried
Engelmann in the 1960s. Forty years of
extensive testing has found these and
many more recent direct instruction
programs to be highly effective in the
teaching of literacy and numeracy to
mainstream and disadvantaged children

“…there is now a strong body of scientific evidence that children are greatly assisted in learning to
become proficient readers if their reading tuition is grounded in direct, explicit and systematic
phonics instruction” The National Inquiry into the Teaching of Literacy (2005)
Indigenous students in Coen State
School’s MULTILIT and MINILIT
programs could read 52% and 100%
more words correctly per minute,
following two terms of intervention.
MINILIT now operates on a wider scale
(e.g. Redfern Tutorial Centre, NSW)

Coen, Queensland

When Bellfield Primary School
introduced explicit instruction in
1996, 85% of students were below
the state benchmarks in literacy
and numeracy. In just five years
the school was among the top
performers in the state

Bellfield, Victoria
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Education Queensland awarded the
Exodus Tutorial Centre the Award for
Excellence in the Middle Phase of
Learning (2006). Their program,
based on MULTILIT, has helped 173
students from 15 schools to increase
reading age of up to 4.75 years

Gladstone, Queensland
30

Explicit instruction works for students

“…I like it when we take
turns reading and the rest of
us follow along … I am
proud of the way I sound
out the words when I read …
I like The Wizard of Oz
because you imagine things
… My favourite books are
the ones about Digger
because they are funny and
Digger is always in trouble …
I sit up straight and keep my
chair and table still so I can
work well … It is good to
learn and be smart … I keep
my pencil down and my
arms folded and eyes to the
teacher to help me listen”
MULTILIT students, Mossman
State School, Queensland

Misconceptions

Facts

It’s all about rote
learning and is not
stimulating for
students

Lessons are highly engaging and require active participation from
students to maintain their interest and attention
Average learners require between 16 and 22 repetitions to learn
new skills so practice accelerates students’ skills acquisition

Does not develop a
child’s creativity

These programs provide students with more skills and
information to use in a creative application and more experience
in applying knowledge to a variety of contexts. A pianist’s
creativity is not stifled by practicing scales, neither is a student’s
by developing basic skills

Quick learners are
held back waiting
for the others to
catch up

These programs have been tested and used successfully with
higher performing students, whose progress is also accelerated.
Students are frequently tested and are moved on to more
challenging material as their performance dictates

Not designed for
Indigenous students

These programs are non-categorical so can be used across
student variations and has already been proven to work in Cape
York public schools with Indigenous students. The programs can
be adapted to Australian examples and standards where required
and will be supplemented by programs in the Culture domain

Focuses on word
structure but does
not develop
comprehension

Comprehension skills are emphasised from the early stages of
reading. Increased fluency and accuracy leads to improved
comprehension as the student is no longer using all his or her
mental energy just trying to work out the words

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Explicit instruction works for teachers

“I had never heard of it
before … so I was a little
nervous but once I figured
out that all those things had
a purpose, I understood it, I
appreciated it. Everybody
wants to read, they put their
hands up, they’re excited … I
feel like now they’re willing
to try, they have the
confidence … It was a
definite change, I was a little
apprehensive at first and
now I wouldn’t have it any
other way … I benefited from
having a script because I
could go on with a lot more
confidence that what I’m
covering is what I’m
supposed to be covering”
Teachers, Gering Public School
District, Nebraska, USA

Misconceptions

Facts

It’s all about
repetition and is not
stimulating for
teachers

Teachers are supported with scripted remarks, questions, and
signals; however teachers present the script in their own
teaching style and use their professional decision-making to
respond to students' needs. Also, student progress is
stimulating for teachers

There’s no room for
teacher creativity or
autonomy

Teachers primarily focus on teaching basic skills and
knowledge. Once students have mastered the basics, teachers
can alter the sequence of instruction and expand students’
learning experience through projects and activities,
encouraging creativity and ownership

Teachers already
know how to teach

These programs are equally effective with inexperienced
teachers who require training and experienced teachers. The
small-group, face-to-face instruction model makes it easier for
teachers and assistants who have just learnt the method not to
become overwhelmed. Programs include classroom behaviour
management training that some teachers may not have learnt
in teaching college

Teachers should use a
variety of methods as
children learn
differently

These programs are non-categorical and provide a systematic
starting point for teaching nearly all children basic skills and
knowledge. Teachers set the pace and use good instruction to
enable the whole class to move at that speed

Teacher workload is
increased

The program invests in developing teachers’ skills and reduces
the amount of out-of-class time spent on preparing materials
and marking student work
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Data guided instructional delivery
The testing regime is seamlessly implemented across the school and supported by computerised
data management that limits error and ensures no students are missed
Internal assessments

Independent assessments (DIBELS)

• Placement tests upon entry at school to determine
student’s academic level and group them accordingly
• Students are tested every 5 lessons (weekly)
• All five major literacy components are tested
(phonemic awareness, phonics skills, fluency,
vocabulary and comprehension)
• Earlier programs focus on phonemic awareness and
phonics and later programs emphasise fluency,
vocabulary and comprehension
• Student progress data is compiled by teachers and is
used to guide instructional decisions and address
grouping issues
• Reviewed by teacher and instructional coach and/or
school leader
• Teacher receives immediate feedback based on
student performance
• External expertise employed as required – particularly
in the early stages of implementation
1Parent-friendly

reports available on the DIBELS website

• Provided by Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy
Skills (DIBELS)
• DIBELS website will be used to manage all of the
DIBELS data and generate reports
• Set of procedures and measures for assessing the
acquisition of early literacy skills from kindergarten
through to sixth grade
• Two types of measures: benchmark (3 times per year)
and progress monitoring (weekly, biweekly or monthly)
• Provides comparative data so school leaders can gauge
progress of whole school
• All five major literacy components tested (phonemic
awareness, phonics skills, fluency, vocabulary and
comprehension)
• Strong predictive validity
• Costs $1 per student per year
• Provides results to teachers
• Parent-friendly reports1

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Supply side elements | School governance
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Cape York Aboriginal Australian Academy
A new provider within the public schools system governed by an independent board

Education Queensland
Cape York Aboriginal Australian Academy
Board

Cape York Aboriginal Australian Academy

Academy Board
• An independent board appointed and
given authority by legislation
• Community, education and corporate
representatives
• Full delegated responsibility to govern the
academy in relation to teaching and
learning strategies, curriculum content,
leadership and management frameworks,
funding allocation and major initiatives
Academy
• A centralised academy – equivalent to
State Colleges – to support the network
of school campuses
• Headed by an Executive Principal

AAA
Campus A

AAA
Campus B

Etc.

Campuses
• School campuses located in local
communities
• Headed by a Head of Campus, reporting
to the Executive Principal
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A new approach to school governance
Certain regional and central office authorities delegated to the Academy Board

Current

Proposed
Education Minister

Education Minister

Education Queensland
Brisbane

Education Queensland
Brisbane

Campus 1

Education Queensland
Regional Office

Education Queensland
Regional Office

Cape York Aboriginal
Australian Academy
Board

State College(s)

State College(s)

Academy

Campus 2

Etc.

Campus 1

Etc.

AAA Campus A

Etc.

The Academy will be part of the Queensland public schools system. The facilities will continue
to be owned by the public system and staff will be Education Queensland employees. The
governance structure of the school will be distinct
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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The board will have statutory authority to oversee the
strategic development and operation of the Academy
Education Queensland
Education Minister

Responsibilities
• Strategic development of Academy and Indigenous education initiatives
for Campuses
• Approval and strategic oversight of teaching and learning strategies,
curriculum content, leadership and management frameworks, funding
allocation and major initiatives
• Ability to make recommendations on staffing levels, staff appointments,
staff redeployment and improvement and management of facilities

Director-General

• Selection and approval of Academy Campuses at request of Cape York
communities in conjunction with Minister
• Academy advocacy and fundraising

Cape York Aboriginal
Australian Academy

• Evaluation and reporting of overall Board and Academy performance
and outcomes

Academy
Board

Accountability
• Direct report to Minister
• Annual report to Minister and other reports as required
• Comprehensive and independent evaluation of Academy performance
every five years

The Board will not be an advisory board. It will have governance authority. Therefore enabling
legislation to empower the Board will be necessary
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Legislative and policy approach to Board governance
The Academy Board needs to be empowered to perform
these functions
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Determine teaching and learning strategies
Mandate key staff professional development programs
Ensure a high expectation school culture
Setting the leadership and management framework of the Academy
and its campuses
Set curriculum content for key subject areas
Within the framework of the Public Service Act 2008 for
recruitment and selection, have the ability to recommend to the
Department of Education and Training the appointments of
Executive Principal, heads of campus and other key leadership roles
Steer family support and education demand programs
Make recommendations on staffing levels and staff redeployment
Make recommendations on the improvement and management of
facilities
Enter into contracts in its own right
Create and administer a trust to facilitate philanthropic funding

The Academy must also
be allocated guaranteed
funding and the ability to
control the disbursement
of that funding

The Board will set teaching and learning strategies, set curriculum content and develop leadership
and management frameworks to create an enduring high expectation school culture across
campuses regardless of teaching staff turn-over
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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The school board will involve community, educational
and private sector members
Noel Pearson (Chairperson):
Noel Pearson is the Director of Cape York Institute and Chairs the board of Cape York Partnerships. His family is descended from the
Bama Bagaarrmugu of the Jeanie River area in Cape York Peninsula. Noel is a history and law graduate from Sydney University. Noel cofounded the Cape York Land Council and its sister regional organisations. Education and opportunities for young people to orbit from
Cape York home bases to study and work in economic growth centres are ideas that have been central to Noel’s work. Noel was
involved in Cape York Partnerships’ education trial programs (Computer Culture and Every Child Is Special) and was instrumental in the
Cape York Institute’s education programs (Higher Expectations Secondary and Tertiary Program).

Neville Pootchemunka (Indigenous Leader):
Neville is a Winychanam man and his language group is Wik Mungkan. Neville is the Mayor of Aurukun Shire and has lived in Aurukun
for most of his life. He attended primary school in Aurukun and completed his secondary education at boarding school in Herberton.
Neville is a member of the Western Cape Regional Consultative Group, is involved in a number of youth projects and is the Aurukun
Sport and Recreation Officer. He is a member of the Southern Trust Committee responsible for administering the Comalco benefits
agreement. Neville was pivotal in including Aurukun in the Cape York Welfare Reform trials.

Divonne Holmes à Court (Private Sector):
Divonne Holmes à Court is founding CEO of the Smart Population Foundation and Chairman of the Raising Children Network. Divonne
has a BA in psychology from Columbia College, Columbia University in New York and a Juris Doctor from Boston University School of
Law. In the United States Divonne was a corporate lawyer. After immigrating to Australia she supported research into child
development and early intervention, aiming to translate research into accessible resources for parents and professionals. She has
served on the board of HEADSPACE (Australia’s National Youth Mental Health Foundation) and is a former member of FaCSIA’s
Australian Council for Children and Parenting.

Kim Bannikoff (Curriculum):
Kim Bannikoff is Director of the Queensland Studies Authority and has a Bachelor of Arts and a Diploma in Education. Kim began his
career in education in 1971 as a teacher in Victorian technical schools and went on to work in TAFE colleges. Appointed as Assistant
Director-General at Education Queensland in 1999, he led the development of the Queensland Government’s blueprint for education in
Queensland to take the school system through to 2010. Kim was Director of Schools in the Victorian Education Department until 2003
before returning to Queensland to take up his current position.
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The school board will involve community, educational
and private sector members
Bernardine Denigan (Cape York Partnerships):
Bernardine Denigan is acting CEO of Cape York Partnerships and a founding employee. Bernardine has a Fine Arts Degree (Hons), a
Graduate Diploma in Letters (Arts) and a Masters Degree in Public Policy and Administration and is a certified Project Manager by the
Australian Institute of Project Management. She set up the Computer Culture project and subsequently the Every Child Is Special unit which
focuses on ‘education demand’ side reforms (increasing attendance, school readiness and family expenditure on education) and an
‘education supply’ side reform being MULTILIT. In 2006 she was awarded a Vincent Fairfax Leadership Fellowship and in 2008 a Winston
Churchill Fellowship to research ‘No Excuses’ schools in the United States.

Billy Pratt (Indigenous Leader)
Billy Pratt is a descendant of the Lama Lama people through his grandfather and an Ayapathu descendant on his grandmother’s side.
Through his grandparents, Billy is also connected to the Olkala and Wik Mungkan people from the Coen area. Billy attended primary school
at the Coen State School then went to boarding school at Saint Augustine’s College in Cairns.
By the mid-90s Billy went exploration drilling for mining companies. This took Billy across Australia and overseas where he gained a deep
understanding of the impact of welfare dependence on communities. Billy is now a water plant operator for the Cook Shire Council in Coen.
In 2006 Billy received the mayoral achievement award for engineering services for his dedication to his work. Billy is involved in various
parenting support programs and is the president of Coen Kindergarten Association. Billy continues to play a pivotal role in overseeing the
implementation of Welfare Reform programs in his community. Billy is happily married with three young children.

To be determined (Public School Education)
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The Executive Principal is the crucial link between the
Academy Board and Education Queensland
Education Queensland
Education Minister

Academy Board
• Full governance authority over all aspects of academy strategic direction
and operations (including full financial discretion), except
employment/facilities management
• Recommends a candidate for appointment as the Executive Principal
• Recommends employment decisions

Director-General

• Recommends facilities management decisions
• Provides annual report to the Minister

Cape York Aboriginal
Australian Academy
Executive
Principal

Executive Principal
• Authority on employment decisions within the framework of the Public
Service Act 2008

Academy
Board

Where there is a conflict between recommendations of the
Board and the performance of the Executive Principal’s
responsibilities within the Education Queensland system then
the Board will be entitled to resolve the matter with the
Minister

• Full authority on Academy operations and educational leadership as per
the Board’s strategic direction
• Protocols for the exercise of this delegated authority within the
Education Queensland system will be negotiated and agreed in writing
by the Academy Board and Minister
• Provides reports to Education Queensland as agreed between the
Academy Board and the Minister

The aim is to enable the Board to independently determine the direction of the Academy whilst
the Executive Principal ensures Education Queensland’s obligations in relation to employment
and facilities are upheld
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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The Academy will be staffed by experienced educators
and business professionals
Don Anderson (Executive Principal):
Don Anderson is the Executive Principal of Tagai State College. Don has a Bachelor of Education Studies and Post
Graduate qualifications in Aboriginal and Islander Education, Education Administration and a Diploma in
Teaching. He was formerly the Executive Director of Schools for Torres Strait and the Cape for the Department of
Education and Arts. He has an extensive teaching background in Cape York including holding the post of Principal
in the Aurukun community. Don’s recent career has focused on education reform in Indigenous communities
having developed Western Cape College and Tagai State College. He was previously seconded by the department
to work with Cape York Partnerships in its early development.

Danielle Toon (Chief Operating Officer):
Danielle Toon is an Every Child Is Special Project Manager for Cape York Partnerships. Danielle has a Bachelor of
Science (Business Information Technology) (Hons) from the University of New South Wales. She was formerly a
Project Manager and Senior Business Analyst for IBM Business Consulting Services, undertaking large scale IT
system and business process implementations for various government departments and corporations throughout
Australia and New Zealand. Danielle has also previously worked in various IT consulting roles at Kelloggs Australia,
IBM Global Services Australia, Qantas Airways and a Cairns-based online consulting firm. Danielle has been a
secondee for Balkanu Cape York Development Corporation, a volunteer for the Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal
Language Centre and a qualified gymnastics coach.

Maureen Liddy (Head of Club and Culture):
Maureen Liddy is a member of the Lama Lama people and grew up in Coen. She has teaching qualifications from
James Cook University. Maureen taught at various schools and has served as Principal Coen State School and
Hope Vale State School. Maureen worked closely with Cape York Partnerships as coordinator for the Queensland
Government’s Cape York Strategy Unit in Cairns. She is currently working with Indigenous students at Cooktown
High School.
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Campus A staffing (larger school)
Executive Principal
Don Anderson

Head of Instruction

Head of Campus

Chief Operating Officer
Danielle Toon

Instructional Coach

Head of Culture
Domain

Family Support
Manager***

Head of Club
Program

Business
Services
Manager

Maureen Liddy

Class Teachers (preprep to Year 7)

Learning Assistants

Campus A Staff
Academy Staff

Culture*
Teachers

Learning
Assistants

Linguist

Cultural
Experts**

Sport
Teachers
/ Tutors

Music
Teachers
/ Tutors

Learning Assistants

Case
Managers***

Nurses

*May double as the Pre-Prep and Prep teachers
**Local cultural experts/elders engaged on a casual, rotational basis
***Funded for 2 years under current Cape York Welfare Reform

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Special
Needs

Grounds
man

IT Support

Food
Services

Cleaner(s)

Maintena
nce

Admin
Officer

Program accountability
Line accountability
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Campus B staffing (smaller school)
Executive Principal
Don Anderson

Head of Instruction

Head of Campus

Chief Operating Officer
Danielle Toon

Instructional Coach

Head of Culture
Domain

Family Support
Manager

Head of Club
Program

Business Services
Manager

Maureen Liddy

Class Teachers (Preprep to Year 7)

Culture*
Teacher

Linguist

Sport
Teacher
/ Tutor

Music
Teacher
/ Tutor

Case***
Manager

Nurse
Learning Assistants

Campus B Staff
Academy Staff

Learning
Assistants

Cultural
Experts**

Special
Needs

Groundsman

IT/Comms
Support#

Food
Services

Cleaner

Learning Assistants

*May double as pre-prep and prep teachers
**Local cultural experts/elders engaged on a casual, rotational basis
# Role is based at Campus B but 50% of time is devoted to all academy publications
***Funded for 2 years under current Cape York Welfare Reform
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Officer

Program accountability
Line accountability
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Campus staffing
Position

Responsibility

Position

Responsibility

• Curriculum implementation
• Instruction management
• Campus performance management
and reporting
• Staff supervision
• Education quality responsibilities

Culture
Teacher
Linguist

Instructional
Coach

• Data collection, analysis and
reporting
• Teachers coaching and mentoring
• Classroom support

Sport Teacher

• Team sports / Kindy Gym
• Sporting events facilitation

Class Teacher

• Instruction implementation
• Students assessment and reporting
• Performance monitoring

Learning
Assistants

• Classroom and instruction support
• Club and Culture involvement
• School advocacy

Music
Teacher

• Classroom instruction
• Instrumental music tuition

Case
Managers,
Nurses

• School readiness and attendance
• Nutrition and health

Head of
Campus

Cultural
Experts

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

•
•
•
•
•
•

Language transmission
Cultural transmission
Projects co-ordination
Language instruction
Development of instruction material
Ancestral language expertise
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Academy staffing (i)
Curriculum
Developers
(Ad hoc)

Executive Principal
Don Anderson

Head of Instruction

Chief Operating Officer
Danielle Toon

Head of Education
Quality Instruction
Program

Head of Club
Program*

Head of Culture
Program*

Maureen Liddy

Maureen Liddy

Trainers
(Adhoc
Consultants)

Senior Case
Manager***

Recruitment
(Outsourced to
CYP)

Special Needs*

Family Support
Manager***

Project
coordinator***

Business Services
Manager

Administrator

New Projects
Implementation
Manager**

New Projects
Analyst***

IT/Comms
Manager
Business
Analyst***

Consultants, Contracts or
External Agencies
Academy Staff
*Based in Aurukun with cross-site responsibilities agreement, funded for 3 years as part of the Academy
**Role commences in 2nd year of operation
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
***Funded for 2 years under current Cape York Welfare Reform

Finance/Payroll
Accountant
Legal
Assets/Facilities
Management
IT Management
(Central services
provided by EQ)
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Academy staffing (ii)
Position

Responsibility

Position

Responsibility

Head of
Club/Culture
Domain

• Grants/funding co-ordination
• Club/Culture curriculum oversight
• Partnerships co-ordination

Executive
Principal

•
•
•
•

Chief
Operating
Officer

• Program management
• Operational oversight
• Non-educational reporting

Family Support
Manager

• New demand project initiatives
• Demand projects co-ordination
• Demand resources co-ordination

Head of
Instruction

• Academic curriculum oversight
• Academic partnerships oversight
• Academic reporting and data
analysis

Business
Services Unit

•
•
•
•
•

Head of
EQUIP

• Recruitment and induction oversight
• Professional development oversight
• Training co-ordination

New Projects
Implementation
Manager

• Co-ordination of new projects
(new campus implementation)

Strategic direction implementation
Stakeholder consultation
EQ responsibilities
Operations and campus oversight
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EQ Services co-ordination
Finance and facilities
Office administration
Computer technology support
Communications and publications
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Supply side elements | School leaders
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Typically school leaders have a vast array of responsibilities
Which broadly fall into four categories
Management

Professional
Development

Parent
engagement

Teachers

Auskick

Child
Health

Testing
Religious
Instruction

Relationships

Cultural
Programs

Excursions
Students

Reports to
EQ

Child
Protection

Music

Attendance

Facilities
Service
providers

EQ relationships

Sport

Stranger
Danger

Budgets
Community
groups

Industrial
issues

P&C

Computers

Visitors

Curriculum

Extracurricular
programs

Behaviour
management
Tuckshop
Fundraising

Student academic
achievement

Associations
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Student academic achievement is the central objective

Management

Professional
development
Budgets
Child protection
Facilities
Fundraising
Industrial issues
Tuckshop
etc.

Student Academic
Achievement
Teachers
Students
Curriculum
Behaviour management
Student progress
assessment
etc.
Relationships

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Extracurricular
Programs

Computers
Excursions
Auskick
Music
Sport
Cultural programs
Religious instruction
Stranger danger
Child health
etc.

Reports to EQ
Attendance
EQ Relationships
Community Groups
P&C
Parent engagement
Associations
Visitors
Service providers
etc.
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School leader's primary responsibility (i)
To provide instructional leadership

Core instructional functions
• Implement curriculum
• Ensure the establishment of consistent behaviour
plans and policies
• Oversee instruction
• Analyse student performance data
• Conduct daily walkthroughs and monitor
classroom practice
• Participate in coaching the teaching team on
instruction
• Provide ongoing feedback to teaching team
• Lead continuous improvement
• Ensure professional development
• Manage teacher performance

What is
taught

How it
informs
practice

Non-core management functions
• Management functions, such as funding, financials,
partnerships, reporting, new projects ,
administration and general operational oversight
will be carried out through the business support
roles of the COO, the Business Services Manager
and their associated team

How it is
taught

How it is
measured

How it is
reported

School leadership entails a continuous
cycle of accountability
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School leader's primary responsibility (ii)
To build and maintain a high expectation school culture
What we mean by ‘No Excuses’

‘No Excuses’
• The ‘No Excuses’ code
of behaviour is clearly
visible within school
and community
• Recognise that
disciplined
environment increases
learning time
• Reinforce that children
must work hard as
there are no shortcuts
to learning
• Promote the
opportunity for tertiary
education for every
child and steadfastly
rejects any explanations
for low achievement

Indigenous Australian culture is a culture of responsibility
and reciprocity. Ours is a culture of law and learning.
Ours is a culture of transmission of knowledge. Our
culture is our strength.
We will take our responsibilities to our children. We will
not allow other people to use the fact that our children
are Indigenous as an excuse for educational failure.
Our children have their own culture and languages, other
children have other cultures and languages. No culture or
language predisposes children for educational failure.
The fact that some of our children come from
disadvantaged, and even dysfunctional backgrounds, will
no longer be an excuse for educational failure.
We will understand and be sensitive to the difficulties
facing our children and we are going to find every support
to deal with them, but we will not allow these difficulties
to be an excuse for educational failure.
It will not be an excuse for the children.
It will not be an excuse for the parents or community.
It will not be an excuse for the principal and the teachers.
It will not be an excuse for the education system and all of
us who say we are committed to Indigenous education
reform.
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Accountabilities
• Ensure school
accountability for
student achievement in
all Key Learning Areas
• Hold families
accountable for their
children being
prepared for school, on
time and regular
attendance, behave
well, keen to learn and
succeed in education
• Hold students
accountable for their
behaviour because
unaddressed
infractions lead to a
breakdown of discipline
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School leader's primary responsibility (iii)
To engage parents and community in the common pursuit of learning success

•

Build trusting relationships with parents and the community (know
each child and know their parents)

•

Provide easily accessible and understandable learning progress
reports to parents and school progress reports to the community

•

Make learning progress the key conversation point of regular
communication with parents and the community

•

Actively promote the school mission, the learning domains and
how family engagement is vital to student success

•

Develop community ownership of the school culture of high
expectations and ‘No Excuses’

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Supply side elements | Teachers (and teaching support)
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Challenges to teaching quality caused by remoteness
Challenges of remote postings
High number of
inexperienced
teachers

• Limited pool of candidates

High teacher turnover

• Limited personal and professional
support
• Limited professional development
opportunities

Hardship posting

• Higher cost and restricted availability
of services
• Unique conditions e.g. alcohol
restrictions
• Difficult community integration
• Students’ performance and behaviour

• Targeted recruitment
strategy within a wider pool
of candidates
• Behaviour training and
instruction coaching for
teachers
• Club and Culture domains to
support social engagement
and community integration
• Proactive school-wide
behaviour plan
• Improved student outcomes
will increase job satisfaction

Quality teaching is achieved through selecting the right candidates and providing
adequate professional and social support
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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A targeted recruitment strategy aimed at a wider field
Marketing to all teaching staff
• Leverage Cape York partnership
networks
• Promote Welfare Reform and the
unique development agenda
• Promote ‘once in a lifetime’
opportunity for a rewarding teaching
post
• Promote social and cultural
engagement component within
community (Club and Culture
activities)

Targeting teachers
Graduating teachers
• Target final year graduates and offer
practicum and employment
• Target specialist graduates (e.g. music,
linguistics)
Local Indigenous teachers
• Invest in local Indigenous people
• Encourage high-performing learning assistants
to take up teaching
International teachers

• Promote professional development
and instructional experience
opportunity

• Establish networks with similar reform schools
for secondments/exchanges

• Promote across Australia and
internationally

• Conduct one-on-one discussions to explain
the reform model and resolve if teacher is a fit

• Target explicit instruction networks

• Must agree to participate in EQUIP (2 years)

Incumbent teachers

Requirements
• Convert any part-funded assistant
roles to full- time real jobs
• Set targets on local Indigenous
employment
• Ensure teachers and school leader
have valid teaching qualification
and assist them with Queensland
teacher registration
• Ensure training is complete prior
to commencement in the
classroom
• Ensure school leader has
completed a placement in a
explicit instruction school prior to
commencement

• Department provides leaving teachers with
supportive transfers

An invitation to teachers in Australia and overseas who are attracted by the opportunity for
innovation and success
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Executive
Principal





Academy Board







Academy
representative











Recruitment
team (Academy
/ EQ)










EQ







TBC

Teachers: 
Leaders: 
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Onboard

Decide

Advise

Interview

Select/
Screen

• The Executive Principal has authority over
employment decisions within the framework of the
Public Service Act 2008
• The state-wide Education Queensland employment
processes and union involvement are
acknowledged; their incorporation into the
Academy's processes will be negotiated in similarity
to the Partners For Success process
• The role's supervisor will be involved in the
selection process and the Executive Principal will
have the ultimate decision on whether an applicant
is suitable for the Academy
• The Academy Board will be involved in the selection
and recommendation process for Academy
leadership positions
• Education Queensland will be responsible for the
Department on-boarding processes

Source/
Apply

Recruitment will be undertaken by the Academy supported
by Education Queensland and Cape York Partnerships







TBC




Learning assistants: 
Support staff: 
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A specifically designed professional development program
(EQUIP)
“It was difficult … that first year I was constantly practicing and I had to think about what I was doing
each day and for each lesson … but from then on, it’s gotten easier … and the kids do love it. They
just made a phenomenal amount of growth this year and I had never seen that kind of growth from a
large group of students” School teacher, Gering School District, Nebraska, USA
Induction and support

Teacher benefits

Assistant benefits

Award conditions

• Specifically designed and
delivered induction
• 4 day pre-service explicit
instruction workshop
• 2 weeks on-site support
• 10 hours 1:1 coaching
• 3 days on-site training
• 33 days on-site group
coaching
• 2 day behaviour
management training and
2 weeks on site support
• Ongoing coaching for
those who need it

• Utilise experienced
teachers as coaches
• All teachers trained to
same level
• Develop literacy and
numeracy teaching
expertise
• Develop behaviour
management expertise
• Acquired skills can be
applied in other settings
• Additional training

• Step-by-step ‘hands on’
support is suited to those
with less experience and
education
• Allow for ‘lead’ assistants
who can role-model best
practice
• Receive same training as
teachers
• Empower struggling
learning assistants
• Empower assistants to
play a greater role in
classroom

• Teachers’ Award notes
training and
development is essential
• Schools spend
approximately 10% of
budget on professional
development
• Induction incorporates
Education Queensland
components
• Other training voluntary
• Teachers encouraged to
attend other Education
Queensland professional
development

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Teaching team attributes
“…our approach is simple. We say, in effect, ‘Kid, it doesn’t matter how miserably your environment has
failed you. We will not fail you. We will take you where you are and we’ll teach you. And the extent to
which we fail is our failure, not yours.’ We will not cop out by saying, ‘He can’t learn.’ Rather we will say,
‘I failed to teach him. So I better take a good look at what I did and try to figure out a better way.’”
Siegfried Engelmann, Teaching Needy Kids

Instructional Coach
• Mentors teachers and
provides constructive
feedback
• Leads and promotes
school-wide goals
• Relies on data to provide
direction
• Deep understanding of
academic programs
• Highly organised

Learning Assistants
• Leverages off family and
community connections to
increase engagement in
education

All teaching staff

School Leader

Adopts a ‘No Excuses’ approach to learning

• Committed to gaining
expertise in explicit
instruction including
extensive placement in like
schools to develop skills to
implement programs
• Ability to influence people
and create positive
outcomes in challenging
situations
• Commitment to the vision
and perseverance in
advancing the reform
agenda
• Inspires passion for learning
and quality instruction
• Teaches by example

Promotes and encourages
high expectations for every child
Takes responsibility for student learning
Implements explicit instruction with fidelity
Focuses on standards and structured
learning
Regularly tests students and responds to
data
Prepared to work hard to get results
Collaborates and takes on feedback
Communicates clearly and directly
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Teachers and school leaders are Education Queensland
employees

Remuneration

Performance

• Teachers remunerated as per all other Education
Queensland teachers
• Existing Department of Education and Arts
Teachers’ Certified Agreement 2006
• Existing attractive public sector employment
package
• Transfer points integrated with rest of the state
system
• Committed to maximum employment security for
permanent public sector employees
• International applicants’ sponsorship and
remuneration as per Education Queensland scale

• New recruits on probation reviewed annually by
school leader (permanency arrangements as per
existing Education Queensland process)
• Clarity on expectations, accountabilities and
performance (including regular feedback)
• Performance monitored
• Incumbent teachers required to commit to at least
two years so they can complete EQUIP
• Transfer expectation extended to 3 years (one year
longer in order to maximise return investment
from EQUIP)

Teachers remain part of the state transfer system and have the same opportunity to gain
permanency in the state system
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Demand side elements | Students
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Three demand side issues relating to students that are
crucial to learning success

Attendance

• This is dealt with in the Welfare Reform section

Readiness

• This is dealt with in the Welfare Reform section

Behaviour

• This is dealt with here

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Behaviour management (i)
A systematic approach designed to support explicit instruction
There are a number of proven effective behaviour management approaches, but all share a common
theme, they are implemented with fidelity
Don Anderson, Executive Principal, Tagai State College, Torres Strait

An educational (not punitive) approach to behaviour management
• The Academy’s behaviour management strategy is based on the work of
student behaviour expert Geoff Colvin
• School-wide approach with transparent behaviour management rules
• Behaviour management is seen as a shared responsibility between
students, school personnel, parents and the community
• 2 weeks onsite support by behavioural experts to embed rules and
provide coaching to all teachers (based on individual need)
• School leaders set out school behaviour plans, policies and processes
(rewards, escalation, detention and exclusion processes) for chronic and
serious behaviours as well as lower level behaviours
• School leadership team and staff agree on roles and responsibilities
(office versus staff-managed behaviours)
• Teachers and students have behavioural contracts
• Teachers record data and develop targeted intervention plans
• Includes functional behavioural assessment and intervention planning

In Cape York...
Student misbehaviour presents
one of the biggest barriers to
academic achievement
Poor attendance, noncompliance and disruptive
behaviour all impact on
instruction
Parents are concerned about
the high levels of teasing and
violent behaviour among
students increasing their
anxiety about their children
being in school
High levels of student
expulsions triggered by
extreme behaviours

• Parental involvement in behaviour management sessions
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Behaviour management (ii)
School leaders establish school-wide plans, policies and processes
Components
Step 1: Drafting a purpose statement
Encapsulates the school spirit and approach to teaching
and learning. Serves as a cornerstone for school policy
and procedures, activities, decisions and a way of doing
business
Step 2: Setting school-wide behaviour expectations
Reaffirms the strong relationship between staff
expectations and student achievement and social
behaviour. Requires proactively emphasising and
reinforcing desirable behaviours so that behavioural
expectations are in place and students will follow them
Step 3: Teaching and behaviour expectations
Calls for the same teaching principles and strategies
employed to provide instruction for academic and social
skills be used for establishing discipline
Step 4: Maintaining the behaviour expectations
Recommends schools engage in specific activities in an
ongoing manner to sustain school-wide behaviours and
avoid students discontinuing desired behaviours

Step 5: Correcting problem behaviour
Recognises that it is not sufficient to just deliver
negative consequences in response to problem
behaviour. To assist the student to behave better in the
future requires adopting an instructional approach to
correct problem behaviour
Step 6: Using the data
Requires not just recording and maintaining data but
most importantly, using the data to ensure
accountability, make decisions and evaluate the
effectiveness of discipline approach
Step 7: Sustaining the plan for the long haul
Ensures that the successful school-wide behaviour plan,
once embedded is sustained over the years and not
eroded. The two steps being: ongoing training for the
leadership team and systemic approaches to ensure
sustainability
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Behaviour management (iii)
Consistent responses to a wide range of behaviours will be implemented
The approach involves an assessment of the problem behaviour and the development of an
intervention plan based on appropriate strategies
Function behavioural assessment

Intervention plan

Setting
events

• Aversion for maths
• Possible history of failure
• Lack of skills

Setting
events

• Academic assessment and
instructional decision making
• Anger management
• Teacher-student relationship

Immediate
triggers

• Beginning of the math period

Immediate
triggers

• Active supervision
• Pre-correction
• Behavioural rehearsal

Problem
behaviour

• Refusal to follow the teacher’s
instruction
• Insults
• Walkout
• Violence

Increasing
expected
behaviour

• Focus on academic success
• Behavioural contract
• Positive reinforcement

Effect of
problem
behaviour

• The teacher is drawn to the
problem, and inadvertently escalates
the situation
• Instruction is disrupted
• Class safety at risk

Decreasing
problem
behaviour

• Delayed responding
• Establishing limits of behaviour
• Use response cost
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Behaviour management (iv)
Problem behaviours are assessed and addressed with comprehensive strategies
“Students feel safe in an environment where they know exactly what the boundaries are and how
far they can push them. A disciplined environment means teachers can get on with instruction
instead of spending an inordinate amount of time trying to discipline an unruly class”
Jean Illingworth, Principal, Djarragun College, Queensland

Maladaptive behaviour

Severe and chronic behaviour

• Leadership team defines intensity behaviour scale
• This differentiates staff-managed behaviour from
behaviour warranting a formal office referral
• Behaviour experts and teachers work together on
setting behaviour expectations in the classroom
• Teachers learn about defusing techniques, behaviour
triggers and best practice behaviour management
strategies
• Positive reinforcement and transparent expectations
• Problem behaviour is addressed from an academic
perspective which endeavour to preserve class time
• Teachers receive classroom management training and
problem behaviour management training
• Recurring incidents are documented and solutions
discussed at team meetings to increase consistency of
implementation

• A school behaviour support team is formed to address
chronic behaviour issues and emergency situations
• This includes situations where children and staff
personnel safety is at stake
• The team operates under the leadership of the school
leader
• A functional office referral process with a transparent
penalty system is implemented
• Behaviour experts provide coaching on how to manage
classroom walkouts, detention and classroom re-entry
• Designated staff personnel assist with escorting students
to the office, covering classes and/or take any necessary
actions
• Students involved receive a follow-up to minimise
incidence of referrals
• Key information is provided to students, parents and
relevant agencies if required
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Demand side elements | Parents
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The benefits of family engagement
Families understand the importance of education, have a vision for their children’s future and support
their children. Strong family and community demand for education puts a focus on the school’s supply
of teaching
Parent responsibilities

Education engagement

• Help develop a love of
learning in children
• Encourage extra practice for
all students
• Ensure students:
– Are school-ready
– Regularly attend and are
on time
– Do not waste time
watching television
– Follow routines and
comply with the school’s
dress code

• Attend parent teacher nights
• Participate in
Reading/Mathletics Club
• Participate in adult literacy
opportunities
• Read with children at home
• Attend school
sporting/cultural activities
• Take up employment
opportunities at school
• Participate in Culture classes
• Participate in Club (e.g.
coach a sports team, play
music with students etc.)
• Accept teachers’ authority in
the classroom

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Outcomes
• Improvement in every
student’s school attendance
• Every student being schoolready on a daily basis
• Every student having at least
one parent attend parent
teacher nights
• Every student wearing a school
uniform
• Every student having a Student
Education Trust
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A Parent Education Team formed at each campus
The team will liaise with the school leader on education matters
The Parent Education Team will promote school initiatives and activities at their campus

Cape York Aboriginal
Australian Academy
Academy
Board

Executive
Principal

Head of
Campus

Parent
Education Team

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Liaise with school leader on education matters
Encourage family participation in Club and Culture domains
Help promote and hold weekly ‘Community Culture Club’
Encourage parent–teacher communication
Provide a parent support network
Support and promote all Academy activities to other families and
parents
Organise workshops on parent–child communication, creating a home
learning environment, helping with homework, behaviour
management and adult literacy
Promote parent participation in the Reading Club and Mathletics Club
One team per campus
Led by chairperson nominated and selected by parents
Number of members decided by the team, depending on campus size
and parent interest
Increased membership as parent engagement improves
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Engaging parents in a birth to graduation journey (i)
Engage
100% attendance
Establish a Student Education Trust
School readiness
Reading/Mathletics Club
Encourage extra practice
High expectations
Value achievement and hard work

Orbits
Education, work, sporting
and artistic orbits to the
wider world and back
home

Primary
Close the primary school
achievement gap

0

1

2

3

4

Early childhood
Help put the building blocks
of literacy and numeracy in
place from the time your
child starts to walk and talk:
Acquire education toys and
play with them, read books
to and with them

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Secondary
High quality, high expectation
secondary school down south
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Engaging parents in a birth to graduation journey (ii)
Four elements

Engage

Encourage your child and
participate in their learning as best
you can
Orbits
100% attendance
Establish a Student Education Trust
School readiness
Reading/Mathletics Club
Encourage extra practice
High expectations
Value achievement and hard work

Education, work, sporting
and artistic orbits to the
wider world and back
home

Primary
Close the primary school
achievement gap

Your child’s early
development is
in your hands
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Early childhood
Help put the building blocks
of literacy and numeracy in
place from the time your
child starts to walk and talk:
Buy education toys and play
with them, read books to
and with them

14

15

Set hopes for
your child’s
future
16

17

18

19

20

21

Secondary
High quality, high expectation
secondary school down south

Meet your child’s day-to-day
needs
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Case Managers will provide practical support to parents to
plan student transition to secondary school
Planning for secondary school begins for every student in Year 5
Case Manager

Parents

• Match student capability and
parent and student aspiration to
the school
• Support families to prepare child
financially, academically and
emotionally
• Work with student, family and
teacher to ensure child is on target
• Work with existing programs to
manage transition (e.g. CYI’s
Higher Expectations Program and
EQ’s Transition Support Services)
• Manage plan through first year of
secondary school (reducing
support as student integrates into
school)

• Ensure child is enrolled in the
best school
• Prepare child materially and
emotionally for boarding school
• Sign up to SETs to save for child's
future education needs
• Provide ongoing nurturing and
support during boarding school
years
• Ensure student stays the full
term and returns to school on
time after holidays
• Provide home environment
conducive to study and extra
practice (e.g. quiet study spaces)

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Students
• Embrace classroom learning
opportunities
• Achieve academic and social
success by working hard and
making the most of educational
opportunities
• Commit to a full education
program
• Accept extracurricular
opportunities
• Meet all out-of-school hours
study and extra practice
requirements
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Every Aurukun child will have access to a secondary school
A secondary preparatory year will also be offered for graduating Year 7s from 2009 onwards
The preparatory year caters to students who have not been adequately prepared for secondary school
and need explicit instruction to ‘catch up’
Option for current Year 7 students
Remain on campus for a secondary
preparatory year

Snapshot 2009
Year 7 - 27 students
Year 8 - 12 students
Year 9 - 21 students
Year 10 - 11 students

Case Managers will work
with parents and schools to
determine the best
outcomes for each student
based on their individual
needs

Boarding schools (inter/intra-state)
Weipa Campus
Djarragun College

Options for current Year 8-10 students
Boarding schools (inter/intra-state)
Weipa Campus
Djarragun College
Aurukun youth programs and
vocational education

It is expected that this program will run for at least three years
from 2010 to 2012 when it will be assessed

Cape York Partnerships Work Placement
Scheme

For continuity, the Academy will work with secondary school providers to establish ongoing
explicit instruction for students graduating from Aurukun
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Demand side elements | Welfare Reform

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Existing education programs under the Cape York Welfare
Reform trial will continue
Cape York Welfare
Reform

Family Responsibilities
Commission

Attendance Case
Management Framework

Student Education Trusts

• Initiative of the Australian
Government, Queensland
Government, Cape York
Indigenous regional
organisations
• In Aurukun, Coen, Hope
Vale and Mossman Gorge
• Four streams:
– social responsibility
– economic opportunity
– housing
– education
• Education stream includes:
– MULTILIT in Cape York
Schools
– Attendance Case
Management
– Student Education Trusts

• Independent statutory
body with magistrate and
six local Commissioners in
each community
• Restore social norms and
Indigenous authority
• Intervene when notified of
family problems including
school attendance and
child neglect
• Local Commissioners
‘demand’ parents ensure
their children are schoolready and at school
• Apply sanctions like
Conditional Income
Management to ensure
children's needs are met

• Support parents to achieve
100% school attendance
and readiness
• Use ‘scaffolding’ to achieve
behavioural change
(reduces support as
parental responsibility
increases)
• Use positive and negative
consequences (push/pull)
• Reinforce community-wide
goals and individually
tailored objectives
• Establish positive social
norms through community
wide behavioural change
• Ensure every absence is
followed up and actioned

• Support parents to manage
meet their child’s
education needs
• Parents make regular
contributions to their
child’s trust which they use
for education-related
expenses
• Build parental
responsibility by setting
expectations to increase
parent commitment to
education
• Work in partnership with
education suppliers to
improve parent access to
educational goods and
services

The Welfare Reform education projects could easily be transferred across to the Academy. Projects
would be managed by the Academy and operate in all four Welfare Reform communities, even
those without a campus. Academy will only operate in communities that agree to Welfare Reform
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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MULTILIT will continue in those Welfare Reform sites
where the Academy is not operational
MULTILIT in Cape York Schools
• Form of explicit literacy instruction that delivers
significant gains in reading and spelling for lowprogress readers
• Provides direct support to low-progress readers
• Trains teachers in MULTILIT’s explicit instruction
approach
• Operates a reading club for parents to read with
their child and engage in their learning
• Comprises instruction in three major areas:
– explicit, synthetic, phonic, word attack skills
teaching

Explicit instruction
programs group students
homogeneously therefore
removing the need for a
separate remedial
instruction program

– systematic learning of 200 of the most
frequently encountered sight words found in
children’s books
– one to one supportive tutoring in book reading
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School readiness is a recent addition to Welfare Reform
The lack of school readiness must be addressed
and will form part of the Academy’s program

Hygiene

• Personal hygiene affects the individual student’s learning as well
as their classmates’
• Young children gain an understanding of personal and food
hygiene and the nutritional value of foods after 12 months of
learning1
• Parents can respond to a child’s needs when they better
understand the requirements

Sleep

• Primary school-aged children need a minimum of 10–11 hours of
sleep every night
• Sleep problems, poor sleep habits or shortened sleep affects
school performance

Clothing

• Eight of the best performing FNQ state schools have > 95% of
students wearing uniforms all the time
• These schools also require students wear uniform on excursions
outside the school
• Most schools require students to wear shoes for safety purposes

In Cape York…
Children sometimes arrive
unwashed
Many children do not
follow daily routines in
basic hygiene (teeth
brushing etc.)
Many children arrive tired
because they stayed up too
late watching TV or because
of noisy parties in the
neighbourhood
Many children do not wear
the full uniform
Many students come to
school inappropriately
dressed in ripped and torn
clothing

1Puri,

R. and Mehta, S., “Impact of Nutrition and Health Education on rural preschool children”, Indian Paediatrics 1994.
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Health and nutrition are not yet part of Welfare Reform
Role of school nurse
but will form part of the Academy’s program
Nutrition

Health

• The consumption of a nutritious breakfast improves student
results in cognitive-based tests1
• Classroom behaviour is easier to manage when children have
eaten nutritional meals2
• Children with learning difficulties are found to have associated
nutritional, hearing or other health problems
• Dyslexia and other learning problems are often undiagnosed
• Learning and hearing difficulties can be properly diagnosed and
treated, so that children have the capability to function to the
same capacity as mainstream children
• Reduction of alcohol consumption by pregnant women prevents
alcohol related foetal disabilities that affect children’s ability to
learn

In Cape York…
Lack of
of food
food is
is aa recurring
recurring
Lack
cause for
for non-attendance
non-attendance
cause
The rates
rates of
of serious
serious health
health
The
problems
amongst
problems amongst
Indigenous
children are
are
Indigenous children
much
higher
than
nonmuch higher than non
Indigenous children
children
Indigenous
Common health
health conditions
conditions
Common
include
poor
nutrition,
include poor nutrition,
chronic
hearing loss
loss and
and
chronic hearing
foetal
alcohol
syndrome
alcohol related foetaland
disabilities
disabilities
In Aurukun
Aurukun in
in 2008
2008,, 71%
In
71% of
of
students
had
ear
pathology
students had ear pathology
and the
the vast
vast majority
majority had
had
and
dental
tartar
and/or
decay
dental tartar and/or decay

1Taras,

H., “Nutrition and Student Performance at School”, The Journal of School Health Vol. 75
2005.
2 Edward, H. and Evers S., “Benefits and barriers associated with participation in food programs
in three low-income Ontario communities”, Canadian Journal of Diet Practice Research Vol. 62
2001.
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A 'Full Service School' addressing all student needs

Health
• School nurse treats
basic conditions (e.g.
Infections and accident
related injuries etc.)
• Conducts regular basic
health checks on all
children (monthly)
• Co-ordinates general
health checks with
paediatrician (quarterly)
• Educates students on
managing their own
symptoms (e.g. blow
nose, apply creams etc.)
• Counsels parents with
prevention advice,
treatments and
potentially devastating
consequences of not
treating minor
conditions early on

Nutrition

School meals

Sleep

Clothing

• School nurse
coordinates the
nutrition program
using EQ’s “Smart
Choices”
• Oversees menu and
food preparation
• Supports the delivery
of breakfast, lunch and
snacks
• Counsels parents on
nutrition and food
hygiene, benefits of
proper nutrition and
nourishment and
consequences of poor
health
• Conducts nutrition
classes for pre-prep
and prep students
within curriculum
guidelines

• School tuckshop offers
a controlled menu
• Meals are nutritious
and appetising and
meet student needs
• Tuckshop opens from
7:30am for breakfast
• Morning snack
delivered to students’
desks
• Lunch provided at
tuckshop and eaten in
supervised space
• Afternoon snack
delivered to student’s
desk
• Tuckshop is staffed by
local employees
• Parents pay a set
(subsidised) amount
per week

• The majority of
incidents are referrals
by school staff to Case
Manager
• Case Manager
identifies causes from
discussions with
children and parents
• Case Manager
discusses occurrences
with parents and if
required, appropriate
support service and
encourages
engagement with
families
• Case Manager
supports community
services to identify
proactive responses to
causes of sleep
deprivation

• School uniform policy
set by school
• Case Manager
assesses students
against policy
• Case Managers
provide direct
intervention by
supplying
replacement
uniforms for the day
to children who
arrive at school with
unsuitable, torn or
dirty clothing
• SETs facilitates supply
of uniforms
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A comprehensive case management approach
Supporting parents to do their part in achieving school readiness

Monitor activity
Case Manager monitors
attendance and school
readiness by:
• Marking class rolls
• Monitoring late
arrivals
• Asking direct questions
on school readiness
issues
• Observation
• Referrals from school
staff
Identifying an incident
triggers the Case
Management Framework

Incidents

Take action

Child is away from
school without an
acceptable reason, is
more than 30 minutes
late, or arrives at school:
• Without having had
breakfast or breakfast
club access or lunch
or lunch club access
• Appearing dirty
and/or unwashed
• With visible
untreated medical
condition
• Wearing dirty, torn or
unsuitable clothing
• Unable to stay awake
and/or displaying
behaviour consistent
with tiredness

Case Manager visits
parents to:
• Remind them of their
obligations
• Provide education on
school readiness
• Refer to services
• Reinforce expectation
of 100% readiness
• Explain consequences
of not meeting
expectation
• Gain parental
agreement and
commitment to
change behaviour
• Deliver incident
notices

Escalate
Case Manager records
and tabulates results
and actions:
• Compare actual
attendance to 100%
expectation
• Report to relevant
people
• Initiate escalation
process

Manage referral
After FRC hearing Case
Manager:
• Meets with parents
to develop a case
plan
• Undertakes follow
up activity
• Monitors behaviour
as per the case plan
• Reports monthly to
the FRC

At the point of “take action” the Case Manager also ensures that the immediate needs of the
child are addressed (e.g. breakfast provided / sores are treated and dressed)
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Demand side elements | Community
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Build demand for a quality education through community
engagement
• Elders, Local Commissioners from the Family Responsibilities
Commission and the school leadership team take an active role in
reiterating social norms
• Parents and families engage in education matters and school activities
through the Parent Action Team
• The FRC, parents and family members work together to create positive
outcomes for students
• Dedicated programs involving the community:
– Culture: Elders and family members assist instruction in language
learning and cultural knowledge transmission classes
– Club: Parents and community members actively engage in and help
facilitate music, sport and extra practice activities
• Honour boards publicise students achievements weekly
• The school engages the community in celebrating achievements and
milestones at awards ceremonies
• School / community get together once per week through Community
Culture Club

Parental and family
engagement…
Parents understand and
internalise the importance of
education
Parents get involved in school
activities
Communities actively
encourage parents to support
their children's participation in
education
Existing programs involving the
community reinforce the
importance of social norms
around education

• Community finds ways to celebrate and promote education
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• A key emphasis of the Club
domain will be to engage
parents and families in
activities:

School
initiatives

Community engagement in Club

– Helping to stage and joining
in on performances
– Supervising
Reading/Mathletics Club
• Thursday afternoon to be a
‘Community Culture Club’
where students show what
they have achieved in the
Club, Culture and Class

Community
initiatives

– Playing instruments at
school

Reading
Club

Sport
Club

School and
community
engagement

– Coaching a team

Music
Club

Mathletics
Club

Community
Culture Club

Music
practice and
performance

Sport and
recreation
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Community engagement in Culture
The Cultural Knowledge Transmission Program will adopt the curriculum framework and materials
developed as part of the Computer Culture trial in Coen. The Traditional Language Learning Program
will develop the curriculum with linguists expert in the relevant languages

Cultural Knowledge Transmission Program
Community members will be engaged in:
• Providing traditional knowledge for family
biographies
• Supplying cultural artefacts to students for
studying, and assisting with building and
making cultural artefacts
• Offering traditional guidance to students in
relation to land and sea issues and
management
• Helping to organise and participate in cultural
performances as part of the Community
Culture Club

Traditional Language Learning Program
Community members will be engaged in:
• Working with linguists to develop Indigenous
language materials
• Delivering language instruction under the
supervision of qualified teachers
• Supplying Indigenous language expertise and
knowledge to linguists and students
• Helping to organise and participate in cultural
performances as part of the Community
Culture Club

“Culture is the hook to engage parents and families in the education of their children”
Cheryl Cannon, Indigenous Principal, Coen State School, (2000-2003)
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Weekly Community Culture Club
Thursday afternoon sporting, music and cultural activities involving community and school

Indicative afternoon schedule for the Community Culture Club
Time

Activity

2:30 – 2:45pm

• Students duties: clean up their workspaces for the week, event set up (tables, sporting
equipment, food preparation)
• Students get ready for sports (get in uniform)

2:45 – 3:15pm

• Years 2–4 soccer matches and mini athletics carnival

3:15 – 3:45pm

• Years 5–7 soccer matches and mini athletics carnival

3:45 – 4:15pm

• BBQ / School assembly and awards for attendance, Class, Club and/or Culture
achievements

4:15 – 4:30pm

• Performance – music (or Indigenous culture)
• Also related educational exhibitions and competitions including: spelling bees, maths
competitions, quizzes etc.

4:30 – 4:45pm

• Performance – Indigenous culture (or music)

Successful communities have strong links between the school, the students and their families
and the community – a true school community
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Three learning domains | Class
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Objectives of the Class domain

• Every child participates in a minimum of 14 hours of
reading, writing and spelling per week
• Every child participates in a minimum of 6 hours of
mathematics per week
• Teaching/student ratio that best responds to education
effectiveness
• School-wide literacy and numeracy focus using noncategorical, evidence based, explicit instruction
• School-wide behaviour management approach
• Discrete Stages to meet specific literacy and numeracy
milestones
– Including literacy and numeracy foundations in
Building Blocks Stage
– Basic Skills Stage ensures every child grasps the
basics
– Tailored Higher Learning Stage as basic skills levels
achieved
• Alignment to Key Learning Areas prescribed
in the Queensland curriculum
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Three discrete stages
“…the incontrovertible finding from an extensive body of local and international evidence-based
literacy research is that for children in the early years of schooling to be able to link their
knowledge of spoken language to their knowledge of written language, they must first master
the alphabetic code … they must be taught explicitly, systematically, early and well.”
Ken Rowe, Chairperson, National Inquiry into the Teaching of Literacy

Building Blocks Stage
(Pre-Prep and Prep)

Basic Skills Stage
(Years 1–7)

Higher Learning Stage
(Years 5–7)

Prepares students for primary school by focussing on early literacy,
numeracy and socialisation

Ensures students are proficient in all prescribed skills in literacy and
numeracy (as well as science and SOSE). Includes built-in remedial
support when required so students are at their appropriate year
level
Ensures all students who have mastered basic skills (including the
talented and gifted) are learning at a level equivalent to their nonIndigenous peers in preparation for secondary school
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Building Blocks Stage
Every student will be ready to commence primary school

Literacy
• Pre lessons for Language for Learning:
oral language development
• Ron Nelson – Stepping Stones and Pat
Vadasy – Ladders to Literacy:
Preschool activities: Phonological and
phonemic awareness activities
(rhymes, alliteration, oddity tasks,
blending, segmenting), alphabetic
principles and phonics
• Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy
Lessons, SRA Preschool Open Court
reading program and Reading Mastery
I: Develop comprehension and
fluency skills
• DIBELS universal screener
• Gering pre-school assessment
(including letter naming fluency)

Numeracy

Socialisation

• DISTAR Arithmetic I
• Basic maths skills: Counting and
learning maths vocabulary
• Pre-maths skills: Familiarisation with
volume, patterns and classification
• Volume: Knowing how much to fill
various containers
• Patterns: Colours, shapes and
patterns
• Classification: Classifying things such
as colours and volume and organising
in some way, shape or form

• Purposeful centres for learning
• Snack time utilised for learning
(manners and vocabulary)
• Music activities such as singing
educational songs
• Spatial relationships
• Routines and procedures
• Fine motor skills versus gross motor
skills
• Social skills assessed through
observation (monthly and quarterly
checklist by principal)

Outcomes
• Students are ready for primary school and have acquired preliminary maths,
reading and language skills, introductory science and socialisation concepts
and have basic social skills

Research studies demonstrate that early cognitive and linguistic development predict later
achievement
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Basic Skills Stage
Every student will master basic skills as they progress through each year
Transition from Building Blocks Stage with strong pre-maths, pre-reading, language and social skills
Literacy

Numeracy

• Language for Thinking: Prepares
students for reading comprehension
and grammatical analysis of written
language
• Reading Mastery Signatures: Addresses
all 5 components of reading; phonemic
awareness, phonics, word analysis,
fluency, vocabulary and comprehension
• Reasoning and Writing: Teaches
thinking skills as the foundation for
writing skills as well as building a strong
base for reading comprehension
• Spelling Mastery: Teaches students to
understand the relationships among
sounds, word parts, and spelling
patterns
• Daily assessments built into all
programs. The systematic review of
every skill, pattern and rule ensures
long-term retention
• DIBELS universal screener

• Math Facts and Connecting Math
Concepts: Includes problem
solving, estimation, geometry,
data analysis and operational
relationships.
• Designed for accelerated cognitive
growth
• Provides cognitive skills
transferable to new problem types

Outcomes
• Students are proficient in all
prescribed skills (with the aid of
remediation programs when
required)
• Students are ready to transition
to secondary school at level near
or equivalent to their nonIndigenous peers

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Science & SOSE
• Academic Core teaches students
important information from four
domains: earth sciences, life
sciences, physical sciences, and
measurement. This includes topics
such as Vertebrates, Life Cycles,
Solar System, Time: Geological
Eras and Dinosaurs, Density, Body:
Muscles and Skeleton, and Body:
Nervous System
• Elements of the SOSE curriculum
are covered within Reading
Mastery and the Culture domain.
A curriculum developer will be
engaged to further develop an
appropriate SOSE curriculum
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Higher Learning Stage
Every student will be equipped to make the transition to secondary school
Students progress into the Higher Learning Stage when they have mastered basic literacy and numeracy
Literacy

Numeracy

Science & SOSE

• Vocabulary Workshop Levels A–H: Focuses
on words themselves, their meanings
(both literal and figural), their ranges of
application and relationships with other
words
• Comprehension Level C: Bridges gap
between basic reasoning and critical
thinking so students can evaluate and
utilise informational resources on their
own
• Structured Novel Studies: Concentrates on
comprehension of structure and elements
of novel. Students place author’s message
in context and understand its relation to
history and current events
• Research projects, including advanced
literature tasks in Reading Mastery
Signatures
• Daily assessments built into all programs.
Systematic review of every skill, pattern
and rule ensures long-term retention

• Math Facts and Essentials for
Algebra: Concentrates on core
concepts and procedures needed
for algebra and for high school
exam preparation
• Carefully presents all component
skills and discriminations that
students need to work
complicated maths problems

• Academic Core teaches students
important information from four
domains – earth sciences, life
sciences, physical sciences, and
measurement. This includes
topics such as Vertebrates, Life
Cycles, Solar System, Time:
Geological Eras and Dinosaurs,
Density, Body: Muscles and
Skeleton, and Body: Nervous
System
• McDougal Littell Science is an
integrated program containing
labs, reading study guides,
projects and assessment for
students in the later years of
primary school
• Curriculum will be designed by
the Academy to further develop
an extended SOSE curriculum
for advanced learners

Outcomes
• The needs of Talented and
Gifted (TAG) students are being
met
• Students have accelerated
progress
• Students are prepared for
secondary school
• Students are tracking at a pace
that equips them for tertiary
education
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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First three years will focus on Building Blocks and Basic Skills
A minority of existing students will move into Higher Learning in this phase

Prepares children for
primary school

Brings Years 1–4 up to
normal speed for later
primary school years

Enables Years 5–7 to catch
up on basic skills and
prepare for secondary
school

Age

3–4

4–5

5–6

6–7

7–8

8–9

9 – 10

10 – 11

11 – 12

Year

Pre-Prep

Prep

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Building Blocks
Stage

Basic Skills Stage

Higher Learning Stage

Upon start-up, the literacy and numeracy levels of the majority of existing students will be well
under the minimum requirement across all year levels. As a result, the first three years of
operation will largely focus on the acquisition of basic skills for most children
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By year four the majority of 5–7's will be in Higher Learning
Basic Skills will have been mastered by students in the early years

All children are ready to
enter primary school
with building blocks in
place

Children from Year 5–7
have all necessary basic
skills to undertake higher
learning

All children have acquired
all necessary basic skills by
end Year 4

Age

3–4

4–5

5–6

6–7

7–8

8–9

9 – 10

10 – 11

11 – 12

Year

Pre-Prep

Prep

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Basic Skills Stage
Building
Blocks Stage

Higher Learning Stage

Remedial
provisioning
now only
necessary for
a few
students

A student in Year 1 in the first year of school operations will reach Year 4 with the benefit of three
solid years of Basic Skills. As a result, any ‘gap’ at commencement of her education is most likely
closed and she will successfully transition to Higher Learning, along with the majority of her
classmates, at the same literacy and numeracy levels as mainstream students
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Key Learning Areas
The Academy’s program embraces all state curriculum requirements
The Queensland Studies Authority defines the Essential Learnings and Standards (ELS) as the
mandatory aspects of the Queensland Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting (QCAR) framework

Essential Learnings

The Standards

English

Identifies what students should have
the opportunity to learn.

Achievement standards linked to
the Essential Learnings.

Mathematics

Part of the curriculum that is
common across all schools, and are
specified for each of the key learning
areas, at four different year-level
junctures (end of Years 3, 5, 7 and 9)
E.g. “Simple fractions, including half
and quarter, and mixed numbers can
be represented in different ways”

Using a 5-point scale (A–E),
standards describe how well a
student has demonstrated their
learning based on a collection of
evidence. They can also be used to
report student progress and
achievement
E.g. Grade “B” Evidence in a
student’s work typically
demonstrates a high level of
knowledge and understanding of
concepts, facts and procedures,
and application of processes”

The Arts

Health and
Physical
Education

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Languages Other
Than English
Science

Studies of Society
and Environment
Technology
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Key Learning Areas
Club and Culture programs are designed to meet mandated Key Learning Areas that are
not completely covered in Class
Key Learning Area
(hours per week)

Domain

Program

Early years
(range)

Grade 2–7

English

Class

Stages (Building Blocks, Basic Skills, Higher Learning)
Reading Club (optional)

10 – 14h30
3h20

14h30
3h20

Health and Physical
Education

Club

Personal health
Sport Club
Culture Club (sports)

1h15
1h40 – 3h
1h

1h15
4h
1h

Languages Other
Than English (LOTE)

Culture

Traditional Language Learning Program

n/a

1h30

Mathematics

Class

Stages (Building Blocks, Basic Skills, Higher Learning)
Mathletics Club (optional)

2h30 – 6h15
3h20

6h15
3h20

Science

Class

Stages (Building Blocks, Basic Skills, Higher Learning)

1h30

1h30

Studies of Society
and Environment

Class
Culture

Stages (Building Blocks, Basic Skills, Higher Learning)
Cultural Knowledge Transmission Program

1h30
50min

1h30
2h20

Technology

Culture

Cultural Knowledge Transmission Program (use of digital
technology)
Reading Club (computer-based program, optional)

50min

2h20

The Arts

Club
Culture

Music Club
Community Culture Club (performances)

1h40 – 3h
30min

1h40 – 3h
30min

A curriculum consultant will be engaged to ensure the work units within the programs align
to the Queensland Studies Authority’s detailed Essential Learnings
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Three learning domains | Culture
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Objectives of the Culture domain

• Every child participates in a minimum of 1.5 hours
per week in the Traditional Language Learning
Program and 1.5 hours in the Cultural Knowledge
Transmission Program
• High quality programs where students’ development
is monitored with same rigour as Class and Club
• Alignment to all Key Learning Areas prescribed in
the Queensland curriculum and not met in Class or
Club
• Family and community engaged in program delivery
• Parents and families support their children by
attending performances and participating in
activities
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Key principles underpinning the Culture domain
Affirm children’s rights to keep their culture
and language
• Devotes significant time and resources to delivering a
high quality cultural knowledge transmission and
traditional language learning program
• Formal component of the school’s instructional program
• Primary place in which computer and other information
technology is utilised by students
• Curriculum and student development requirements met
• Culture will not be a token component

Parallel English language and local language
development from early childhood
• Distinct domains created where either English or local
language is promoted and students are taught to codeswitch according to context
• English language domain will be developed in the village
(through mothers reading clubs) so children are exposed
to English language development from earliest childhood
• Aim is not to displace the local language from homes
and village life
• Rather, offer parallel opportunities for English language
development and local language development

Move from oral cultural knowledge
transmission to digital cultural transmission
• Uses information technology to find solutions for
transmission of culture and traditional languages
between generations
• Forms a substantial part of the community’s cultural
knowledge transmission efforts
• Will spur related cultural learning projects in the
community and complement such efforts

Family and community engagement in Culture
domain
• Affirms children’s right to culture and language
• Provides opportunities for family and community
members to be involved
• Opportunities for elders and family members to be
informants and to contribute to student projects
• Provides resources to support cultural and language
learning
• Supports parental and community engagement in other
aspects their children’s education
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Two programs will be offered
Traditional Language Learning Program

Cultural Knowledge Transmission Program

• Discrete subject that ensures students get a
genuine knowledge of Indigenous languages
• Language instruction delivered by local speakers of
the languages
• Classes run for 45 minutes
• Each child receives 1 h30 minutes of instruction
every week (Grade 2–7)
• Supported by on-site linguist
• Linguists and local instructors will develop explicit
instruction teaching materials with support from
other school staff (instructional coach)
• Local instructors work under the supervision of a
qualified teacher
• Instruction has same high standard as teaching in
the class domain, aiming for literacy in Indigenous
language

• Builds on CYP’s Computer Culture developed in
cooperation with the community of Coen
• Sessions dedicated to:
– family genealogy and biographies
– homeland studies
– material culture
• Uses technology (computers, digital cameras, audio,
video) to record and transmit culture
• Ancestral languages integrated where suitable

Outcomes
• In communities where languages are revitalised,
students acquire extensive lexical knowledge and
basic grammatical understanding
• In communities where languages are strong,
students acquire fluency
• All students have an enriched understanding of
their ancestral cultures

Students will show their achievements and engage the community in the Community Culture Club
gatherings on Thursday afternoons
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Cultural Knowledge Transmission Program
Engaging families in cultural projects utilising digital technology
Family Project

Term Activity

Family biography
A story about a relation
Write a story about a relation by
researching, compiling information,
writing a story and building a
presentation to present to an audience
Cultural artefact
Study and build a traditional artefact
Research and document the building of a
traditional artefact and produce a
presentation of the cultural knowledge
involved and present to an audience
Homelands
Study land and sea management
Study and find solutions for land and sea
issues by conducting an Education Camp
on traditional homelands and document
the solutions
Performance
Study and perform aspects of culture
Use dance, music and songs, drama or
visual art to respond to or reflect
traditional languages, practices or themes
either individually or as a group

Technology

Audio recorder

Curriculum Framework

Plan a family biography
Research a family biography
Record a family biography
Produce a family biography
Present a family biography
Plan making a traditional artefact
Research making a traditional artefact
Record making a traditional artefact
Produce making a traditional artefact
Present making a traditional artefact
Plan a homeland study

Curriculum Framework
Mapping to KLAs
School-wide curriculum plan
Individual lesson plans

Research a homeland study
Record a homeland study
Produce a homeland study
Present a homeland study
Plan a performance
Research cultural aspects
Create a an artistic piece
Produce an artistic piece
Perform an artistic piece

Database

Digital camera

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Video

Website
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Three learning domains | Club
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Objectives of the Club domain

• Ensure every child participates in a minimum of 12
hours a week of art, music and physical activity
• Ensure accountability for each child’s development and
meet Key Learning Areas not met in Class
• Ensure the community is engaged and parents and
families support their children through participation
• Develop partnerships to ensure all activities are
delivered to the highest standard
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The case for Club
Educational success is also dependent upon extracurricular development opportunities
Cape York children are at a disadvantage in terms of access to the best of European culture. A
domain emulating concerted cultivation but separate from primary school instruction needs to be
put in place
Middle class advantage

Cape York disadvantage

• Sociologist Annette Laureau defines middle-class
childrearing as “concerted cultivation”
• Educational and cultural development reinforce
each other – cultural wealth is acquired through
concerted cultivation
• Middle class children:
– participate in cultural, sporting and other
extracurricular activities
– are taught higher order thinking skills
– creatively stimulated
– learn and internalise the norms and
expectations of centres of advanced learning
and qualified work
• This fosters a sense of entitlement and builds
capabilities – namely skills and confidence – to
succeed at school and in the workplace

• Laureau identifies the working and underclass
parenting practice “accomplishment of natural
growth”
• Cape York families, like many disadvantaged
families, have a limited understanding of
European culture and the benefits of concerted
cultivation
• So do not encourage curiosity and learning, or
expose their children to high culture
• The result is a gap between the cultural wealth of
Indigenous children in Cape York and their middle
class peers
• For Cape York children to be able to orbit to the
wider world, this gap is as important to close as
the literacy and numeracy gap

Lareau A., Unequal Childhoods: Class, Race, and Family Life, University of
California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles 2003.
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Key principles underpinning the Club domain
Maximum effort to provide extra-curricular
opportunities to close the advantage gap

High quality programs that provide a fully
rounded educational experience to
complement the focused academic program

• Maximum effort into ensuring that the disadvantaged
socio-economic background of students and the
limitations occasioned by remoteness, do not impede
children’s educational development
• Scope of opportunities cannot be matched but the Club
program will provide targeted, high quality provisioning
of extracurricular opportunities

• Class program strictly focused on effective instruction in
literacy and numeracy
• Children’s creativity and personal development is a key
part of the Club program (as well as the Culture program)
and will provide a balanced approach to student
development

Aim to ensure that future development
opportunities are not closed off for remote
students

Family and community engagement in the Club
program

• There are at least two extracurricular activities that, if
not available to children in their primary school years,
are likely to be closed off: the ability to read music and
learn a foreign language
• Will ensure that the opportunity to read music is
available to all students in their primary schooling
• Enables students that wish to pursue these pathways in
their secondary schooling to do so

• Provides many opportunities for family and community
members to be involved with their students
• Music ensembles and sporting events will provide
opportunities for elders and family members to
participate in school events (recitals and carnivals)
• Provides resources to support sport and music
development
• Promotes development of music, sporting and health
initiatives in the community
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Four Club programs will be offered (i)
Sport Club and Music Club will use specialist teachers to deliver programs of excellence
Occurs between 2:30pm to 4:45pm and student attendance is compulsory. Encourages parental
attendance so they can directly support their child's development and participate in program delivery
Sport Club (all Years)

Music Club (Years 2–7)

• ‘Kindy Gym’ for Kindergarten and prep students
• All students do an average 30 minutes exercise per
day
• Years 2–7 combination of athletics, soccer, tennis
and personal health
• Personal health to support hygiene, health and well
being and personal development
• Children play two school sports
• Weekly parent-attended sports events
• Soccer and Tennis are gender inclusive and a
pathway for boys and girls into an elite international
professional sports
• Partnerships with agencies who support children's
involvement in sport like Tennis Australia or Little
Athletics Queensland
• Encourage students to also get involved in other
sports in their home life (especially students who
show talent and inclination)

Classroom Music
• Lower years introduced to basic rhythms
(clapping/percussion)
• Middle years read music and perform in classroom
(glockenspiel, recorders and percussion instruments)
• Incorporates The Kodály and Orff methodologies:
– Children introduced to musical concepts through
experience (listening, singing or movement)
– Rhythmic movements used to reinforce new
rhythmic concepts (walking, marching, clapping)
– Interactive tools complement traditional teaching
(Sibelius’ “Groovy Music”)
Instrumental Music
• Years 4–7 learn an instrument and play in ensemble
• Lessons timetabled during school day for 30 minutes
on rotation
• Students receive 1:3 tuition provided through inhouse teaching and distance education
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Four Club programs will be offered (ii)
Reading Club and Matheletics Club are supervised by teaching aides and parents
Occurs between 7:45am to 8:25am and attendance is voluntary. Parental attendance encouraged so
they can directly support their child's learning and participate in program delivery
Reading Club

Mathletics Club

Years Pre-prep and Prep: Parent support
• Conduct workshops and provide coaching to parents
to build their skills and confidence in reading to their
children
Years 1–7: Accelerated Reader Program
• Encourages students to read for enjoyment and
develop a love of narrative, stories and epic poems
• Thousands of leveled books to choose from
• Students assigned individual goals, and choose books
at their reading level, based on reading test results
• Progress measured by computer reading
management and motivational system
• After reading students complete computer-based,
multiple-choice comprehension test with result
determining progression
• Students accumulate points based on length and
difficulty of books and test results
• Generates individual student, class, grade level, and
school reports

Years Prep to 7: Mathletics
• Students engage in the program online
• Implementation team works with schools to ensure
program aligns with school program
• Can align to Syllabus Outcomes
• Provides ongoing, individualised training and
technical support to teaching staff/parents
throughout school year
• Enables students to work through the curriculum at
their own pace
• Adapts and tailors questions based on the ability of
individual students
• Students are assisted by an on-line support centre
• Hall of Fame and certificates recognise and reward
participation and achievement
• Provides immediate feedback to students, teachers
and parents
• On-line report generation
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Funding
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5 year Academy development program

Partnership funding commitment is now required for a
5 year development program
Corporate/philanthropic funding
• Additional resources/programs
(beyond core operations)

Government CYWR funding
• Welfare Reform education demand
projects (SETs, ACMF, School-Ready)

• Corporate and philanthropic funding through an Education Trust to provide
additional resources beyond core operational costs
• Relevant Welfare Reform programs to be funded from existing Cape York
Welfare Reform trial program for 2010 and 2011, with need for additional
funding for later years
• Education Queensland to provide at least existing funding levels for core
Class operations

Government Education funding
• Core operational costs (Academy,
Class, Club, Culture domains)
• Literacy and numeracy
• Research and development

• Core operational costs associated with Club and Culture to be provided by
government (either through additional education budget lines or reallocation
of existing community funding)
• Additional funds for literacy and numeracy programs, Academy costs and
research and development.

Partnership funding contributions to be provided by Queensland and Australian governments
and corporate/philanthropic sources
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Existing funding for schools, management and
community programs to be redirected to the Academy
Current Funding

Academy Funding

Welfare Reform

Demand Projects

• SETs
• ACMF
• MULTILIT

• SETs
• ACMF
• School Readiness

Literacy and numeracy
Other Programs/Grants
• Commonwealth
education/teaching grants
• Queensland Health
• Sport and Recreation
• Culture/arts funding
• Other community grants

• Professional development
• Specialist materials

Club and Culture
•
•
•
•

Additional teachers
Linguists, Cultural Experts
Additional IT Support
Resources and equipment

Schools Management

Academy

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

% of Central/Regional Office
% of College mgmt
% of ISSU/support units
Community e.g. Cape York
education board

• Funding for selected programs redirected to the
Academy to deliver comprehensive, sustainable and
quality Culture and extra-curricular programs in the
community and targeted professional development to
teaching staff
• Reassessment of regional/central office service and
support roles and systems and funding redirected to
the Academy where appropriate*
• Existing public school funding provided to the
Academy or the campuses

Academy Board
Executive Principal
Leadership team
General operations
Community engagement

School

Campus

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership Team
Teachers
Learning Assistants
Specialist Staff
Support Staff
General Operations

• Welfare Reform trial funding redirected to the
Academy and then extended for another 3 years.
MULTILIT funding to be redirected to other Academy
programs

Leadership Team
Teachers
Learning Assistants
Specialist Staff
Support Staff
General Operations

* Academy to have access to regional resources and support for low incident
areas where appropriate e.g. students with disabilities
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Costs and funding levels to be agreed following further
consultation and planning
2. Club and Culture

1. Class and campus operations
• Core Class funding for each campus will not
exceed the existing funding levels

• Additional school resources to enable children to
experience a full education

• Teaching allocation for the core Class component
is the same as current school allocation

• Innovative research and development in Club and
Culture curriculum
• Indigenous language preservation

Use existing school funding

Investment/redirection

3. Literacy and numeracy

4. Ongoing Welfare Reform

• Catch-up funding to ensure minimum national
benchmarks are achieved and then exceeded

• Continuation of funding for Welfare Reform
education demand programs

• Specialist professional development for all staff,
including up-skilling of community teachers

• Address the extraordinary heath and social needs
of children in the communities
• Community engagement in education

Investment/redirection

Part of Welfare Reform

5. The Academy
Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform
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Education Trust overview
Corporate and philanthropic funding to provide additional resources beyond core
operational costs

• The Academy Board will need to have the
authority to establish a trust
• A corporate endowment will establish the
trust, with additional donations sought from
private individuals, corporations and
philanthropic entities
• All donations need to be tax deductible
(Academy Board will need PBI status)
• Academy management will have
responsibility for operating the trust and
allocating expenditure (within guidelines set
by the Academy Board)
• Trust will be administered by a chartered
accountant/accountancy firm

Individuals
(High net worth,
influential market
players, general
citizens)

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Corporations
(with a strong
philanthropic focus)

Philanthropic
entities
(with an Indigenous and/or
education focus, e.g. private
foundations and charitable
funds)
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Implementation
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Pathway to implementation in two schools by January 2010
The timing is tight but achievable
Strategic planning

JJul ’09F

Aug ’09

Sep ’09

Implementation

Detailed design

Start-up

Oct
M ’09

NovA’09

Dec
M ’09

Operational design

J Jan ’10 J Feb ’10A

Mar ’10
S

School commences

Consultation with governments

Start-up

Operations

AprO’10

May
N ’10

Jun
D ’10

Legislation enacted

Implementation

Community consultation

Recruitment and appointment of board, key Academy staff, teachers and other staff

Curriculum design and implementation (Class, Club, Culture)

EQUIP program design, implementation and operation

Student placement testing and data analysis

Performance reporting and review

Facilities, infrastructure, equipment and materials
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Immediate next steps (i)
Start-up and detailed design

Start-up
1.

Detailed design

In principle support

In principle support for the concept by
Queensland Premier Anna Bligh and FaCHSIA
Minister Jenny Macklin

1.

Financial requirements

2.

January 2010 target start
date

2.

Legislative and policy
approach

3.

Decision to progress the
proposal under the aegis of
Cape York Welfare Reform

3.

Community consultation

6.

Immediate funding
requirements

4.

Form Working Group

Working Group
• Stephen Armitage (Department of
Education and Training)
• Tim Reddel (Department of Communities)
• Mike Fordham (Indigenous Coordination
Centre)
• Gummi Fridriksson (Cape York Partnerships)
• Catherine O’Sullivan (Department of
Education, Employment and Workplace
Relations)

$600,600 (indicative)

5.

Implementation planning
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Immediate next steps (ii)
Draft consultation timelines
Consultation will be ongoing with initial meetings based on the following draft schedule

Jul 20th

Jul 27th

Commonwealth
Government (FAHCSIA
and DEEWR)

Sep 28th

Sep 18th

Queensland
Government (Premier
Bligh) and
Commonwealth
(Minister Macklin)

Potential Board
Members

Oct 16th

Oct 19th

Family
Responsibilities
Commissioner

Education
Queensland (FNQ)

Oct 20th

Oct 20th

Education
Queensland
(Director-General)
and Education
Minister

Community Leaders

Cape York Partnerships for Welfare Reform

Nov 16th

Queensland
Teachers’ Union
Cape York Welfare
Reform Project
Board

Community consultation
(commences)
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Immediate next steps (iii)
Community consultation and opt-in

Commonwealth and Queensland Government endorse the plan

Present plan to community leaders

Consult with community 2

Consult with community 1

• Meet with main leadership body
• Consult with community groups
• Door knock (families and households)

• Meet with main leadership body
• Consult with community groups
• Door knock (families and households)

Select Campus A

Select Campus B

• Meeting with community, Cape York
Partnerships and government representatives
• Community leaders make a decision to opt-in

• Meeting with community, Cape York
Partnerships and government representatives
• Community leaders make a decision to opt-in
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Immediate next steps (iv)
Transition planning

A number of key areas will be mapped out in the transition planning
process:
• Kindergarten and Pre-prep integration into campuses
• Existing secondary school provision
• Transfer of Welfare Reform programs from Cape York Partnerships to the
Academy
• Transition existing administration functions into Academy and Campus
structures
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Implementation risks
Consultation and strong collaboration with key stakeholders and partners will mitigate risks

Risk

Impact

Likelihood

Mitigation

Legislative changes, operational planning and implementation
not completed in required timeframes

High

Medium

•
•

Queensland Premier endorsement of legislative changes
Departmental and corporate support and resources for detailed
funding and operational planning and implementation

Lack of support at the operational level within Education
Queensland

High

Medium

•
•

Senior departmental support for the initiative
Consultation and collaboration, agreement on responsibilities

Key positions not filled in the appropriate timeframes (transfer
period)

High

Medium

•
•
•

Senior departmental support for filling key positions
Transition period for existing staff
Capacity for special out of cycle transfers

Lack of funding to achieve high quality, complete
implementation of the reform

High

Medium

•
•

Commonwealth and State support across various departments
Additional philanthropic and corporate support

Education Queensland workplace reform (HR) processes are
not timely and/or suitable to the implementation of the reform

Medium

High

•
•

Senior departmental support for the initiative
Process flexibility (e.g. acting positions and secondments)

Lack of flexibility in Education Queensland system for Executive
Principal to have the jurisdiction required to implement the
reform and enact the Academy Board’s direction

High

Medium

•
•

Academy Board powers to be legislated
Agree roles and responsibilities of Education Queensland and
the Executive Principal

Resistance from teachers’ union

Medium

Medium

•

Design proposal to be consistent with current Teacher’s Award
and union regulations
Undertake consultation with union representatives

•
No communities opt in to the program for 2010

High

Low

•
•

Difference of opinions and national attention on Indigenous
education impacts on implementation progress

Medium

Medium

•

Work closely with community leaders in lead up to
implementation
Strong education campaign and consultation in communities
Communication with key Indigenous education leaders and
media
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Pathway to expansion
Expand by two campuses every two years
At a glance

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

Academy

Academy

Academy

Academy

Academy

Planning*

Planning*

Planning*

Planning*

Campus A

Campus A

Campus A

Campus A

Campus A

Campus B

Campus B

Campus B

Campus B

Campus B

Campus C

Campus C

Campus C

Campus C

Campus D

Campus D

Campus D

Campus D

Campus E

Campus E

Campus E

Campus F

Campus F

Campus F

Campus G

Campus G

Campus H

Campus H
Campus I
Campus J

Academy is expanded over time to support the larger number of campuses
*Decision point to extend to additional campuses based on Academy Board and
Executive Principal evaluation, Minister and Education Queensland (Director-General)
consultation and community consultation.
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